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ABSTRACT 
The subroutines and programs used to perform a statistical 
noise analysis of the Block Floating Point FFT (BFPFFT) are 
briefly outlined and their listings are presented. Explanation 
of the required input parameters and the resulting output 
should make the program easy to use. 
Support routines and techniquess including a useful 
plot subroutine, are also described. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This report contains a brief outline of the operations 
and techniques employed in the statistical anaiysis of the 
errors added because of imprecision in expressing numbers 
while performing a Block Floating Point Fast Fourier Transform 
(BFPFFT). Listings of the analysis programs and subroutines 
are also included in Appendices 1 through 27. A presentation 
of the theory behind the statistical noise analysis of the 
BFPFFT and the results derived from these programs is found 
in [1]. 
Some of the programming listed is similar or identical 
to the listings in Si~nons [2], since Simmons• BFPFFT analysis 
program was used as the starting point for the present 
effort. Another subroutine listed, QFN, which evaluates the 
Marcum-Q function, was written by a. former graduate student 
of Dr. R. E. Ziemer. 
Also included in this report are sections explaining 
the significance of the input parameters and the output data 
so that future users may learn quickly how to use the analysis 
routines and interpret the results. Provided, too, is a 
listing and explanation of how to use a plot subroutine 
which should prove helpful to those needing to plot graphs 
on the Calcomp plotter. 
The final section of the report contains a few tidbits 
that the author found helpful for more efficiently working 
with Time Sharing Operation (TSO). While the information 
1 
provided there is of little help to a TSO beginn~r, hopefully 
some of the listings, the Job Control Language (JCL) listings 
especially, will aid in learning the JCL and TSO conventions 
that are used and options that are available. 
Once a user has learned-to create and edit sequential 
and partitioned datasets, and can create executable load 
modules and subroutine libraries, he should have sufficient 
abi 1 i ty to find the provided techniques useful. 
2 
· I. THE BFPFFT ANALYSIS SUBROUTINES 
The main line program is the program that passes the 
input parameters to the BFPFFT digital noise analysis suboroqram. 
A typical program to do this is shown in Appendix 24. 
The values to be assigned to the list of variables in 
the BFPFFT subroutine argument list can be assigned by 
reading or by assignment in the program, whichever is most 
convenient for the user. The significance of the various 
parameters is explained in Section IV. 
Before examining the meaning of the input parameters 
and available output options~ a description of what the 
BFPFFT subprogram does is helpful. This is presented in the 
following pages. 
BFPFFT SUBROUTINE 
The BFPFFT subroutine is the central subroutine of the 
noise analysis program. All of the operations required in 
performing the noise analysis are either done in the BFPFFT 
subroutine· or called by the BFPFFT subroutine. This fact is 
illustrated by the flow chart in Figure 1. 
In Figure 1 the operations performed in the BFPFFT 
subroutine, labelled with Roman numerals for identification, 
are described in the vertical line indicating the program 
flow, while operations performed in called subroutines are 
shown · to the side of the program flow lin~. Sometimes there 
are conditions (IF s~atements) that determine whether or not 
3 
ENTER BFPFFT SUBPROGRAM 
,, if ISGPRT 'I 1 ~ I 
- ~OPEN 
~ ·~--~ 
,, if N 'I Power of Two 
., • RETURN 
I Find SNR and Noise 
Power in Units from 
the input dB values 
II Generate Correlationl 
Function 
SIGGEN. Generate 
,.,, ________ _.. ... the input signal 
--~~-------------.._, and input noise 
variances. 
~--'--------~ .... _ ~ WINGEN. Generate 
·~~-----------........ {data window. 
111 1Generate Bit Reversal! 
Pattern 
if ISGPRT = 1 
~·and ISTPPR 'I 1 .._ PRAY. Output the 
.... ... signal values into 
·~,__ _____ _, the FFT. 
~· OVFLOW. Calculate 
..... ----------~~· the probabi 1 i ty of 
·~--------..... overflow at the 
input. 
,, 
IV Apply Data Window to Input Signal Valuesl 
~ 
V Use Bit Reversal Pattern to Scramblel 
the FFT Inputs 1 




•• ... PNDS. Calculate the probability 
----~F~ of no downshift for input to 
recursion 1. (Includes calls to 
subroutines RANK99, EVAL and LCALC.) 
VI Initialization 
of Values 
LOOP BACK TO 




... POINT A 
From Point B 
PNDS. Calculate the 
probability of no 
downshifts before the 
next recursion. 
VII Calculate the numerous calls (Includes calls to 
Probabi 1 i ty of~ ~ subroutines RANK99, 
VIII 
a Particular ~ EVAL and LCALC.) 
Pattern li:::::------__ : REC. Perform a g1ven 
~- recursion and down-
,, 
Find the Number of 
Downshifts (+1) in the 
Pattern 
shift if called for 
on the signal values 
while keeping track 
of the noise statistics. 
,, 
IX !Set ADD= the Probability! 
of the Pattern 
,, ... EQ. Variable reassignments so that 
~~---~~· output signal and noise variances 
~ are always stored in SIGN and VARN 
arravs. 
,, if ISGPRT = 1, ISTPPR 'I 1 a.. PRAY. Output 
and no downshifts in patternr the FFT output ~ values when no 
~ downshifts are 
done. 
,, ... AVE. Compute the 
------------------...t.,.a. average signa 1 power 
~ and noise power over 
,, all the nodes for the particular pattern. 
ADEDNS. Calculate the digital 
,._r __ -1~ .. noise added in the processing 
of the particular downshift 
·~t----t pattern, referenced both at 
the input and output of the 
BFPFFT. 
,._, __ ......... SUM. Compute the average 
- noise power, SNR, added noise, 
·~~------~etc. , over a 11 the downshift 
patterns. 
,~ ~ BFUTIL. A utility subroutine 
----~-• that can be used to perform 
~ whatever calculations the user 
·~~------~might want after each pattern 
6 
~-----___..~.... calculation is completed. 
LOOP IF 
(a) ISTPPR = 1 ,_, __ -t~ .. DBl. Compute the dB values of 
OR (b) PATTERN the patterns• noise, added noise 
IS OTHER THAN -~t------tand SNR statistics. 
ALL OR NO 
DOWNSHIFTS 
AND THE PATTERN 
X Output the Statistics for the 
Individual Patterns which have 
Significant Probability and 
for the two Patterns of all 
and no Downshifts 
-
LOOP BACK TO POINT A 
t UNTIL ALL DOWNSHIFT PATTERNS EXAMINED. ~ 
...., POINT B 
AT THIS POINT ALL 
PATTERNS HAVE BEEN 
EXAMINED. ~-t_----t~• DBl. Compute the dB va 1 ues of 
• the statistics that are averaged 
•r-t-----tover all the downshift patterns. 
if ISTPPR = 1 __...RETURN 
... 
XI Output the Probabilities of 
the Number of Downshifts to 
be Perfonmed 
~''------------~~~ TOT. Output the statistics 
averaged over all the downshift 
patterns and the probability 
~, 
RETURN 
of overflow at the input 
7 
an operation is to be done. The conditions of calling the 
subroutines are shown over the horizontal connecting lines. 
The operations and subroutines called in the BFPFFT 
subroutine are explained in the following pages in the order 
of their appearance in the flow chart. Many of the subroutines 
and operations require very little verbal description, while 
others are more complicated and require more explanation. 
SUBROUTINE OPEN 
This subroutine is called at the very beginning of the 
BFPFFT subprogram to output the parameter values and options 
selected for the noise analysis to be performed. A typical 
output from OPEN is shown in Figure 2. If the variable 
ISTPPR is "1", the call is not made. If it is desired for 
ISTPPR to be "1" and the infonnation provided by OPEN is 
also desired, this can be easily done by calling OPEN in the 
main line program before calling BFPFFT. 
OPERATION I 
The two input parameters signal-to-noise ratio (SNRIN) 
and noise power (SIGC2) are in units of decibels, or dB. 
These values are converted to their corresponding decimal 
(or decimal ratio) values and given the labels SNRINR and 
SIGC2R for use throughout the BFPFFT subprogram. 
OPERATION II 
These steps are needed for analyzing cases where the 
8 
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~** ~PRF Dl CTl ON- ANL LV SIS ***~"ift:lcp;; EDICT r O~·l-ANt:[ YS IS ~:ea~ ~**?~ :DI CT ICN- A~ ~lYSIS ******PRE rIC Tl ON-.\ 'JAt y S 1 s **~ ~ 
COf-' PlEX Slt'USCID WITH FREQU~''CY 1/ 2.000 OF "4~!''U"1 FFEQUE~~CY AND PHASE A~Gl OF .0 ~AC: 
I 
-s I - _ __ _ _ _(I SGTY_P.=2, TQ= 2. 000 , o s
5
I:: __ ._o ____ _) _______________ _ 
N PUT G ~ t L T C t-4 Q! S E R AT I 0= 4. '3 4 5 - 0 B , -; ;-•• S N f' I ~ = 4. 84 
INPUT I':Cts= VAPIANC::= 12.14 DB, •• •• S!GC2= 12.1•• 
64 Pr,!~T FFT •••• N= 64 
REGIST=~ LFNGTH, I~CLU[,I ~~G StG~ BIT, IS R BITS •••• \l'''PI..,.= 8 1\JUMBEPS A"C: FOU~DEO.-.--•• ,R!)iPK=O ___ ----------- -- - ---------------- ------------- --
THE COPRELATION FUNCTI ON IS (~C~R= 0) 
.o 
THE SELEC T=D NOors--A~~Cnl-=-11-; -l\lnT)z:-Ir;-·-~rro--NClD3-=- -4q 
INPUT S IGN.\L IS Pt..SSED THRCUGii RFCTA~t;ULAR WINDOW J\\1~= 1 
INPUT & OUTPUT S!GNALS FCR LAST RUN IS PRit.TED •••• ISGPFT= 1 
T~E NU~'BEP OF ACTUAL Alt)CK FLO~TING PJINT FFT PUNS 
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Figure 2. Example output from subroutine OPEN. 
input noise is correlated from sample-to-sample. This 
option is not available in the present program, but several 
variable names, subroutine arguments and program steps (like 
these) have been included that would be helpful if the 
conversion were to be made. 
It is believed that the only adjustment necessary to 
incorporate the noise correlation capability involves the 
insertion of statements in subroutine REC, although the 
theoretical validity of the resulting analysis is in question. 
The program listing in Appendix C of [2] contains the necessary 
additions. 
SUBROUTINE SIGGEN 
This subroutine generates the deterministic input 
signal used in the analysis and the variances of the Gaussian 
input noise distributions (input noise power). The input 
signal can be of three types, determined by ISGTYP. These 
options are explained in Section IV. The signal amplitude 
is calculated from the input signal-to-noise ratio and the 
input noise variance. Note that if the input signal is 
complex, the input noise variance, SIGC2R, is the variance 
of both the real and imaginary noise components, not the 
sum of these components. 
SUBROUTINE WINGEN 
This subroutine generates a window to be applied to the 
input sample sequence before doing the FFT. It has ten 
10 
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different windows that are pre-programmed and will be automatically 
generated upon selection, and the option to read in any 
desired window sequence also exists. The window selection 
is specificied by JWIN, with the possible windows and the 
corresponding values for JWIN listed in Section IV. 
Note that generating one of the possible selected 
windows, the Kaiser window, requires values of the modified 
Bessel function of the first kind, zero order, and that this 
is calculated through calls to subroutine BESIO. 
OPERATION III 
These steps generate the bit reversal pattern necessary 
to properly scramble the FFT inputs before processing. When 
verifying that the produced vector is indeed in bit-reversed 
order, it is important to note that the array runs from 1 to 
N but actually represents numbers from 0 to N-1. Thus the 
bit-reversed value of 11 111 (actually a non) is nlu (still a 
non). 
SUBROUTINE PRAY 
This subroutine outputs the vector, or single-dimensioned 
array, that is passed to it in the argument list. At this 
point in the program this subroutine outputs the unscrambled, 
unwindowed detenministic signal values that are to be FFTed. 
This call is not made, however, if ISGPRT~l or if ISTPPR=l. 
SUBROUTINE OVFLOW 
This subroutine calculates the probability of overflow, 
POVF, at the input to the BFPFFT. This is the probability 
that one or more of the real or imaginary input sign.al plus 
noise values is outside the range -(1 - 1 2-b) to 
+(1 - ~ 2- b), where b is the number of unsigned bits or 
* magnitude bits . If overflow does not occur at the input, ~ 
the BFPFFT algorithm insures aga1nst overflow. 
OPERATION XV 
In these steps the input signal values are multiplied 
by the data window and the noise variances are properly 
adjusted. 
OPERATION V 
The FFT inputs are scrambled by the bit-reversal pattern. 
SUBROUTINE PNDS 
This subroutine calculates the probability that no 
downshift is required before the next FFT recursion, which 
*As mentioned in Section IV, the signal values used in the 
BFPFFT analysis program are scaled up in magnitude by a 
b factor of 2 from the signals that would actually be in the 
. -b 
BFPFFT processor. Thus 1-2 in the processor, which is the 
largest expressible magnitude, is 2b-1 in the analysis 
-b . h 11 t program; and 2 1n the processor, t e sma es non-zero 
expressible magnitude, is .. , .. in the analysis program. The 
actual range checked in OVFLOW is -i2b - ~ to +(2b - l>· 
12 
in this case is the first recursion of the FFT (see Figure 3). 
The probability of no downshift is the probability that all 
of the values into the recursion lie within the polygonal 
region sketched in Figure 4, or that 
max (!Rei ,llml) + imin (IRei,IIml) < ~-
In order to accomplish this probability evaluation 
three other subroutines are called by subroutine PNDS 
subroutines RANK99, LCALC and EVAL. A flow chart and further 
explanation of subroutine PNDS is given in Section II. 
OPERATION VI 
These steps are variable initializations necessary 
before looping through all the possible downshift patterns. 
POINT A 
Point A is the beginning of the big loop in the BFPFFT 
subprogram. One run through the loop, from Point A to 
Point B in the flow chart, examines one of the possible 
downshift patterns. This loop is travelled until all downshift 
patterns are examined. 
OPERATION VII 
This long series of steps and nested do loops is used 
to keep track of the probabilities of occurrence for every 
possible downshift pattern. The indexing provides for the 
13 
First Test Second Test Third Test 
+ + 
x(O) X(O) 
x(4) X( 1) 
x(2) X(2) 
x(6) X(3) 




Figure 3. Signal Flow Graph (SFG) of a decimation-in-frequency (DIF) radix two eight-point 
FFT with scrambled inputs. Tests are made for downshifts at inputs to the first, 
second and third recursions as shown. 
14 
1 






Figure 4. Computer magnitude test. All points outside the 
circular region shown requ i re a downshift in the 
BFPFFT of concern. These are complex numbers wi th 
magnitudes larger than one-half. The polygon shown 
indicates the region corresponding to the simple 
computer test for magnitudes larger than one-half. 
It can be seen that the polygon is completely 
inscribed in the circle, so that sometimes a 
downshift might be done unnecessarily but never 




storage of the probabilities of incomplete patterns (patterns 
that do not describe all of the recursions). For example~ 
the outer do loop perfonms the first recursion twice~ doing 
a downshift once and not doing a downshift once. It keeps 
track of four incomplete pattern probabilities~ which are 
the possible combinations of downshift/no downshift being 
done before the first recursion and being necessary into the 
second recursion. 
The first nested do loop then performs the second 
recursion twice for each different first recursion, four 
times in all. The probability of downshift/no downshift 
into the third recursion is found after each time the second 
recursion is performed. The eight incomplete patterns for 
the first three recursions are kept track of by multiplying 
this probability of downshift/no downshift by the incomplete 
pattern probability corresponding to the implementations of 
the first two recursions. 
In this manner all of the incomplete pattern probabilities 
are calculated and stored as each successive recursion is 
implemented and added onto the incomplete patterns, until 
all recursions have been examined and the patterns became 
complete (include every recursion). 
In an effort to make the program more efficient, the 
programmer has been given the option of neglecting patterns 
whose probabilities are deen~d too low to be of significance, 
thus avoiding the necessity of completing the calculation of 
the improbable patterns. If any incomplete pattern has a 
probability below CUTOFF, then all complete patterns beginning 
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with the incomplete pattern have probabilities below CUTOFF 
and need not be calculated. T\'IO exceptions to this are the 
patterns of all downshifts and no downshifts, which are 
calculated regardless of their probabilities. 
If it is desired that all patterns be examined regardless 
of their probabilities, CUTOFF can be set equal to zero. 
SUBROUTINE PNDS 
This subroutine, called once earlier in the program, 
has numerous calls in the steps comprising Operation VII. 
SUBROUTINE REC 
This subroutine performs any given recursion of the 
FFT, including a possible downshift, calculating the recursions• 
output signal values. It also calculates the output noise 
variances by keeping track of the input noise variances and 
digital noise variances added by the recursions• calculations. 
Many calls are made to this subroutine in the steps 
comprising Operation VII. 
OPERATION VIII 
In this step the number of downshifts in the particular 
pattern just analyzed in Operation VII, plus "1", is stored 
in NDSl (number of downshifts plus !). 
OPERATION IX 
These steps are used to store the probability of the 
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particular pattern just analyzed in Operation VII in the 
variable ADD. 
SUBROUTINE EQ 
This subroutine reads the values stored in two input 
vectors into two other vectors (SIGN and VARN), so that the 
outputs from the last recursion are always stored in the 
same two vectors, regardless of which recursion is the last. 
SUBROUTINE PRAY 
This subroutine also appears earlier in the program. 
Here, if ISGPRT=l and ISTPPR;l, this subroutine outputs the 
signal values given by the BFPFFT when no downshifts are 
done. 
SUBROUTINE AVE 
This subroutine computes the signal and noise power 
averaged over all the FFT output nodes for the particular 
pattern just analyzed in Operation VII. The average noise 
power per node is stored in VUOT and the signal-to-noise 
ratio of the entire output, the total output signal power 
divided by the total output noise power, is stored in SNRUOT. 
Also, for the nodes selected by NODl, NOD2 and NOD3, the 
signal-to-noise ratios and noise powers at those nodes are 
stored in SNRl, SNR2, SNR3, VNODl, VNOD2 and VNOD3, respectively. 
SUBROUTINE ADEDNS 











the BFPFFT processor in performing a particular downshift 
pattern, referenced both at the input of the processor and 
at the output. The added noise power referenced at the 
output is simply the difference between the actual output 
noise power and the noise power that would have been output 
without any digital degradation. The added noise power 
referenced to the input, which is before windowing, is the 
difference between SIGC2R and what SIGC2R would have to be 
in a noiseless processor in order to cause the output noise 
found. 
Four different noise powers are analyzed, the average 
output noise power per node and the noise powers at the 
three selected nodes. These added noise powers referenced 
at the input are VOl, VANDli, VAND2I and VANDJI. Referenced 
to the output these added noise powers are VIO, VANDlO, 
VAND20 and VANDJO. 
In order to do these calculations the noise gain through 
the processor is required. This gain, GFACTR, is calculated 
in this subroutine, requiring the number of downshifts in 
the particular downshift pattern, NDSl-1, the total number 
of recursions, NU, the average window power per sample, WPWR 
and whether or not the input signal was complex or real, 
ISGTYP and ACOMP. 
SUBROUTINE SUM 
This subroutine calculates the signal-to-noise ratio, 
noise power and added noise power statistics averaged over 
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the ensemble of downshift patterns. This is done by multiplying 
each of these statistics for each downshift pattern by the 
probability of occurrence for that pattern, and keeping a 
sum of the results over all of the downshift patterns. In 
the same manner, the expected value for the number of downshifts 
performed is calculated. 
SUBROUTINE BFUTIL 
This is a call to a utility subroutine that i s done 
after the statistics for each downshift pattern are completed. 
This is provided for future users who may need to do calculations, 
ensemble averages for example, at this point in the BFPFFT 
subprogram. Any calculations may be done by supplying the 
de~ired subroutine BFUTIL, without having to make any changes 
in the BFPFFT subprogram itself. Variables may be passed to 
the mainline program, without even going through the BFPFFT 
subprogram, through the use of the provided COMMON statement, 
UTIL. 
The listed subroutine BFUTIL is an example utility 
program where the purpose is to fi.nd the probabi 1 i ty of 
error in a noncoherent Frequency Shift Keyed (FSK} connunications 
system with a digitally implemented receiver incorporating a 
BFPFFT [1, Pages 55 to 62]. 
In statement 70 of the listing in Appendix 5, the 
probability of error for the case under analysis is initialized 
to zero when the first pattern, NDSl=l or no downshifts, is 
recognized. The case under analysis is specified by a given 
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transmitted complex sinusoid frequency, amplitude, and phase 
shift, a given noise background, and the two signalling 
nodes, NOD2 and NOD3, and is completed with one run of the 
BFPFFT analysis subprogram. 
Al and A2 in statements 80 and 90 correspond to the Al 
and A2 in Equation (14) of [1, Page 61]. ANl and AN2 in 
statements 100 and 110 correspond to Nl and N2 in the same 
equation. Statements 120 through 260 complete the calculation 
of the equation, including calling subroutine QFN which 
evaluates the Marcum-Q function in the equation and using a 
function in the IMSL double precision package to calculate 
the modified Bessel function of the first kind, zero order. 
In order to see that statements 120 through 260 compute 
Equation (14) of [1], it must be known that statement 180 
uses the IMSL package to calculate the product 
and not just the modified Bessel function itself. With this 
fact, substituting the expressions into the variables in 
statement 260 and some simple manipulations easily yield 
Equation (14) in [1], which gives the probability of error 
when a particular downshift pattern is perfonmed, PE. 
Statement 270 uses the probability of the particular 
downshift pattern, ADD, and PE to calculate the average 
probability of error over· the ensemble of downshift patterns, 
TPE. TPE is passed to the main program for further use 
through COMMON UTIL. 
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SUBROUTINE 081 
This subroutine calculates and passes back the dB 
values of all the variables in the argument list. This call 
is not required if (a) ISTPPR~l or (b) the downshift pattern 
of Operation VII was other than all or no downshifts and its 
probability was less than CUTOFF. 
OPERATION X 
These steps output the statistics for the individual 
patterns of all and no downshifts and those which have a 
significant probability of occurrence. An example of the 
output produced by these steps is given in Figure 5. If 
ISTPPR=l these steps are always skipped. 
POINT B 
Point 8--the end of the btg loop in the BFPFFT subprogram. 
One run through the loop, from Point A to Point B in the 
flow chart, examines one of the possible downshift patterns. 
At this point execution passes back to POINT A until all of 
the downshift patterns are examined, at which tin1e execution 
continues on down the flow line. 
SUBROUTINE DBl 
This subroutine is called again, once more calculating 
and passing back the dB values for all the variables in the 
argument list. This time, though, these are variables 
representing ensemble averages over all the downshift patterns--
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Figure 5. Example output from Operation X. 




just the statistics of a particular downshift pattern. 
OPERATION XI 
Before reaching these steps, if ISTPPR=l, the BFPFFT 
subprogram is complete and a RETURN is executed. Otherwise, 
these steps output the probabilities of the number of downshifts 
to be performed. An example of this output is given in 
Figure 6. 
SUBROUTINE TOT 
This subroutine outputs statistics that have been 
averaged over the ensemble of downshift patterns, and also 
the probability of overflow at the input to the BFPFFT 
processor, POVF. An example of this output is given in 
Figure 7. If ISTPPR is 11 111 and the information given by 
th i s subroutine is desired, it can be obtained by calling 
TOT in the main line program after the call of BFPFFT. 
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·~e OCW~SH1FT PR~BABillTI~S APE ~cq ~s 64 ANC ~:GISTER LE~GTH, INCLUCING SIGN,= 8 ~ITS AQE 
. . - ... - ______ __.- ---- . -··-----------------· ·------~ .. --·-··-- --·- - ·--- . - .. -- . - -- · ~-. -- --- . ··- --·- .. ~----
~~WNSHIFTS 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
~QO&AdiLITY .0 .qoq9E-36 .64qJE-06 1.000 .14~qE-13 .3422E-23 .2524E-28 .o .o 
Figure 6. An example output from Operation XI. 
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---CALCOlA~~~~XPEClED-VALUE~~--
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Figure 7. Example output from Subroutine TOT. 
II. THE PROBABILITY EVALUATION 
SUBROUTINES IN MORE DETAIL 
Subroutine PNDS calculates the probability that no 
downshift is required before the next FFT recursion is to be 
performed. This is the probability that all of the values 
input to the recursion (see Figure 3) satisfy the test 
max (IRe I , I Im I ) + ~ min (IRe I , I Im I ) < ~-
This is equivalent to the probability that all of the 
input values lie within the polygonal region of Figure 4, 
which is the product of the calculated probabilities of 
being within the described region for each input. The flow 
chart of Figure 8 outlines the operations and subroutines 
called in order to evaluate this probability of no downshift. 
The operations shown in the flow chart are explained in the 
following pages. 
First, the required probability of no downshift, XMULT, 
is initialized to 1.0. Then, the magnitude of the polygon's 
intercepts with the real and imaginary axes is calculated 
and stored in B. The intercepts are not ! 1 because of the 
quantization of continuous values into discrete points. As 
1 1 • -b 1 b 1 
can be seen in Figure 9, ! (2 - 4 2 ), .or! <2 2 - 4) 
in the analysis program, are the best approximations for the 
intercepts in order to evaluate the integral of the input 
values• PoF•s over the no downshift region most accurately. 
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LOOP BACK TO HERE UNTIL 
ALL RECURSION INPUTS ARE 
ANALYZED. ONE PASS 
ANALYZES ONE INPUT. 
ENTER PNDS SUBROUTINE 
Calculate Polygon Intercepts of the 
Real and Imaginary Axes, ! B 
Assign theSlopes of Perpendiculars 
to Polygon Sides to Vector AM 
Assign X and Y coordinates of 
the Polygon Vertices to X and Y 
Vectors 
POINT A 
Assign the Maximum of the (Real 
Signal Value, Imaginary Signal 
Value) for the Recursion Input 
Analyzed to SX, the Minimum to 
SY. The Corresponding Noise 
Variances are Assigned to 
VVIX and VVIY. 
Figure 8. Flow chart of the PNDS subroutine 
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Determine Which of Four Cases is being Dealt With: 
D (a) VVIX = 0, VVIY > 0. (b) VVIX > 0, VVIY = 0. 
(c) VVIX = 0, VVIY = 0. (d) VVIX > 0, VVIY > 0. 
B 
Interchange SX and SY 
and also VVIX and VVIY. 
( i) 
Set PNDST equal to the 
probability of the Y 
value being inside the 
polygon for the given 
SX value. 
Determine: 
(i) sx < ~3 • 
2 -(ii) ~ < SX ~B. 
(iii) SX > B. 
(ii) 
Set PNDST equal to the 
probability of the Y 
value being inside the 
polygon for the given 
SX value. 
c 
SX and SY are tested for 
being inside the polygon. 
t----l• If they are , PNDST = 1 . 0; 
if not, PNDST = 0.0. 
(iii) 
r--XM_U_L T-= -X-"MU._L_T _*_P_N-DS-T-.- LOOP BACK TO POINT A TO COMPLETE THE 
ANALYSIS FOR THE OTHER RECURSION INPUTS. 
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,, 
r------------------~w POINT B 
A LOOP TO EVALUATE THE VOLUME 
UNDER THE NONCENTRAL BIVARIATE 
NORMAL DISTRIBUTION ABOVE EIGHT 
TRIANGULAR REGIONS, ONE REGION 
AT A TIME, AND STORE THE VOLUMES 
IN VECTOR PNE. 
4 ~ From Point C •• Perform Translat;on and Scaling of 
Axes to Yield Zero-Mean Bivariate 
Normal Distribution With the Two 
Marginal Variances Having Unity 
Variance. Calculate HX, HY, H, 
DXl, DYl, Kl, DX2, DY2 and K2. 
Call RANK99--Assign -1, 0 or 1 to 
NRANKl for one of the Non-Origin 
Triangle Vertices. 
Call RANK99--Assign -1, 0 or 1 to 
NRANK2 for the other Non-Origin 
Vertex. 
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Call EVAL t------~ ENTER SUBROUTINE EVAL ----Using NRANKl and NRANK2, 
case I. 
Calculate PNE with 
the aid of subroutine 
LCALC. 
LOOP BACK TO POINT B 
UNTIL ALL EIGHT 
TRIANGULAR REGIONS 
ARE EVALUATED. 
POINT C _______ ____.., 
case II. 
determine whether case I, 
case II or case III is at 
hand. 
case III. 
Calculate PNE with 
the aid of subroutine 
LCALC. 
Calculate PNE with 
the aid of subroutine 
LCALC. 




( Determine Which Region SX and SY Lie In. 
NRE :~IN 3 
NREGIN 1 NREGIN 2 ~, NREGIN 4 NREGIN 5 NREGIN 6 NREGIN 7 
I I I I I I I 
Add all PNEs Add PNEs 2-8, Add 3-8, Add 2-7, Add 3-7, Add 4-7, Add 3-6, 
to find PNDST subtract PNE 1 sub. 1 & 2 sub. 1 & 8 sub. 1,2 & 8 sub. 1-3 & 8 sub. 1 ,2,7 & 8 
• • • -• • • • 
,, 
l XMUL T = XMUL T * PNDST 
4~ LOOP BACK TO POINT A 
TO COMPLETE THE ANALYSIS 




After all recursion inputs are analyzed, return to BFPFFT subroutine. 






Figure 9. Approximating the two dimensional continuous space 
corresponding to the downshift region is demonstrated. 
b is the register length minus the sign bit, and the 
po i nts shown are some of tbe representable po i nts in 
the processor, scaled by 2 so that the quantization 
width is 1. 
M denotes discrete coordinate points in the downshift 
region on the border of the no downshift region. 
Ill denotes continuous coordinate points quantized 
into the discrete coordinate downshift reg i on. 
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----- corresponds to a downsh i ft test boundary of }2+b. 
-----corresponds to a downshift test boundary of 
l2+b_! . While this test boundary still does 
not exactly correspond to the downshift region, it 
can be seen that it fits the stair step boundary more 
evenly than does the above test boundary. 
The next step is to assign the values of the slopes of 
the perpendiculars to the polygon sides as labelled in 
Figure 10 to the vector AM. The final initialization is the 
assigning of the X and Y coordinates of the polygon vertices 
as labelled in Figure 10 to vectors X andY. 
Now the program enters a do loop which loops through 
all inputs into the recursion finding the probability of no 
downshift, PNDST, for one input point each time through the 
loop. 
At this point the real and imaginary values of the 
signal corresponding to the recursion input being analyzed 
are tested. The component with the largest absolute value 
has its absolute value stored in SX, while the other component's 
absolute value is stored in SY. The corresponding noise 
variances are assigned to VVIX and VVIY. 
Now the program has four possible cases to deal with in 
trying to evaluate PNDST for the given recursion input. 
These cases are: 
(a) VVIX ~ 0, VVIY > 0, 
(b) VVIX > 0, VVIY = 0, 
(c) VVIX = 0, VVIY = 0, and 
(d) VVIX > 0, VVIY > 0. 
If case (a) is being dealt with, there are three possible 
situations at hand. These situations are depicted in Figure 11 






Figure 10. Labelling of the points and sides of the 




















2 (1)--SX ~ jB· 
(2)--~ < SX ~ B. 





2 sx ~ jBt 
2 jB < SX ~ B, and 
SX > B. 
Given situation (1), PNDST is found by testing the 
probability of they value being between the two points 
where sides 2 and 7 in Figure 11 intersect the vertical line 
through the x value which is SX. Given situation (2), PNDST 
is found in the same manner as in situation (1), except with 
sides 1 and 8 in Figure 11 instead of lines 2 and 7. If 
situation (3) is at hand, PNDST is zero. 
If case (b) is being dealt with, SX and SY are interchanged 
as are VVIX and VVIY. Then the same analysis is performed 
as with case (a}. 
If case (c) is at hand, the analysis is very simple, 
since there is no noise present. Because SX > SY ~ 0, SX 
and SY need only be checked for which side of line 1 in 
Figure 11 they lie on. If they are on the left side, PNDST 
is set to one and PNDST is zero if on the right side. 
If case (d) is at hand, the analysis is much more 
complicated than any of the above cases. It is necessary to 
evaluate the recursion input•s PDF over the eight triangular 
regions connecting the signal point and successive polygon 
vertices (see Figure 12). In order to do this a do loop is 
entered which is looped through eight times, each time 
finding the volume above one of these regions and underneath 






The eight triangular regions connecting 
the signal point and successive polygon 
vertices. (a) Signal point inside polygon. 
(b) Signal point outside polygon. 
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PNE. After all eight volumes are found, they are added and 
subtracted so that the result is PNDST, the volume over the 
polygon for one recursion input. 
In order to evaluate the volume over any of the triangular 
regions a translation is made such that a new triangular 
region exists with one vertex at the origin of a zero mean 
bivariate normal distribution. A scale change is then 
performed so that the X and Y noise variances are unity. 
To evaluate the area in the translated, scaled triangular 
reg ion, a method described in Pages 956 and 957 of the 
Handbook of Mathematical Functions [3] is used. To incorporate 
this method, the perpendicular to the side opposite the 
origin that passes through the origin (see Figure 13) is 
imagined. The distances from the three vertices to the 
intersection point of the perpendicular and the triangle 
edge opposite the origin are calculated. They are stored in 
HX, HY and H for the origin to intersection X, Y and total 
distance values and in DXl, DYl, Kl, DX2, DY2 and K2 for the 
other vertices• X, Y and total distance values from the 
intersection point. 
In Figure 13 the five different orientations of the two 
non-origin vertices with the intersection point are depicted. 
It must be determined whether the vertices are on opposite 
sides of the intersection [case I, diagram (a) in the figure], 
on the same side [case II, diagrams (b) and (c) in the 
figure] or if one of the vertices lies on the intersection 








Figure 13. Five different orientations of the two 
non-origin vertices with the intersection 
point of the perpendicular that passes 
through the region. 
Case I, diagram (a)--vertices on opposite 
sides of the intersection. 
Case II, diagrams (b) & (c)--vertices on the 
same side of the 
intersection. 
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Case III, diagrams (d) & (e)--one of the vertices 
lies on the inter-
section. 
In subroutine RANK99, NRANKl is set to -1 if vertex 1 
is to the left or directly below the intersection, to +1 if 
vertex 1 is to the right, of or directly above the intersection 
and to zero if vertex 1 is directly on the intersection. 
NRANK2 is determined in the same manner for the other vertex. 
Using the three distances 'from the intersection to the 
vertices, H, Kl and K2, and NRANKl and NRANK2 to determine 
the orientation of these points, case I, case II or case III, 
subroutine EVAL is called to evaluate the volume above the 
triangular reg ion. 
In subroutine EVAL, afte~ determining which of the 
three cases is being dealt with and branching to the proper 
place in the subroutine, either the equation under Figure 26.7, 
Figure 26.8 or Figure 26.9 in [3, Page 9~6] is calculated to 
determine the volume in question. The equation, one of the 
three just listed, is calculated by using the identities 
26.3.23, 26.3.19, 26.3.8, 26.3.9, 26.3.11, 26.3.14, 26.3.15 
and 26.3.17 in [3] to express the'equation in tern1s of 
arcsin•s, the error function and an integral over a rectangular 
region in a zer~o mean bivariate normal distribution with 
correlation existing between the two variables, shown in 
Figure 14. The latter integral is evaluated in subroutine 
LCALC. 
In subroutine LCALC the input parameters H and RHO 
(correlation coefficient) are tested and the volume evaluated 
accordingly. Special cases are (a) H very large, (b) absolute 
value of RHO = zero, or (c) absolute value of RHO = one. If 
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H 
Figure 14. One of the steps involved in calculating 
PNE i s integrating the bivari ate normal 
distri bution over the region shown, from 
x = 0 to oo and y = H to ®, wh i ch is done 
in subroutine LCALC. 
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X 
none of these are present the IMSL subroutine MDBNOR is used 
to evaluate the integral. This completes the action in 
subroutine EVAL, and the volume over one of the triangular 
regions of Figure 11 has been found and stored in the vector 
PNE. 
After all eight of the regions of Figure 12 have been 
evaluated, a determination is made as to which of the seven 
regions of Figure 15 the signal value lies for the recursion 
input being considered. This region is denoted in NREGIN 
and the program uses NREGIN to branch to the proper combination 
of adds and subtracts for the region involved. The proper 
sun1s and differences of the components of PNE yield the 
volume above the polygonal region of Figure 4, which is 
stored in PNDST as previously mentioned. 
The product of the PNDST values for each recursion 
input is found by multiplying each PNDST by XMULT before 
beginning the loop over again for a new input. After all 
inputs have been examined XMULT contains the desired product 
and this value is passed back to the BFPFFT subprogram, 
where execution continues. 
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Figure 15. Seven possible regions where the signal value 
might lie requiring different combinations of 
the components of PNE to y i eld PNDST. 
( 1 ) NREGIN 1 , add all PNEs. 
(2) NREGIN 2, add PNEs 2-8, subtract PNE 1. 
(3) NREGIN 3, add PNEs 3-8, subtract PNEs 1 &2. 
(4) NREGIN 4, add PNEs 2-7, subtract PNEs 1&8. 
(5) NREGIN 5, add PNEs 3-7, subtract PNEs 1,2&8. 
(6) NREGIN 6, add PNEs 4-7, subtract PNEs 1,2,3&8. 
(7) NREGIN 7, add PNEs 3-6, subtract PNEs 1 ,2, 7&8. 
III. USING THE PLOT SUBROUTINES 
Subroutines PTSUB and LAYOUT are "the plot subroutines ... 
By passing the data to be plotted along with a few other 
necessary parameters into PTSUB, a Calcomp plot similar to 
the one in Figure 16 will be produced. PTSUB calls subroutine 
LAYOUT, so it must also be provided even though the programmer 
never needs to be involved with it. 
Subroutine PTSUB, as listed in Appendix 16, (a) calls 
all of the necessary Calcomp routines, (b) sets up the "box" 
around the graphed curves including calculating the ranges 
for the axes and the spacing for the tick marks, (c) provides 
a computer printout of all the X and Y data plotted including 
the plot title, which graph and which curve of the graph the 
data corresponds with and (d) writes the X and Y data into 
already created TSO data sets for easy future reference. 
Some users may not want to use the last capability, in 
which case several options exist, the simplest of which 
would be to remove statements 690 and 700 from the program. 
For an example of the computer printout provided, see Figure 17. 
Each t1me a call to PTSUB is performed one graph is 
made with up to ten lines per graph and 75 points on each 
line. These numbers are constrained only by the dimension 
sizes provided, and if more points or lines were needed the 
dimensions could be easily changed. 
Many of the input parameters are explained as comments 
in the listing of PTSUB, but further explanation might make 
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SN?.OUT VS SNRIN 
--+--f-T-'"t i I I I I I I I I -+ ~-f --i--+ --r-+-- -t--t-
t 
1 
L .......... . 
Figure 16. Example plot produced by subrouti ne PTSUB. 
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the subroutine a little easier to use. 
PDATA 
PDATA--this is an array dimensioned (20,75), and must 
be dimensioned the same size in the calling routine as in 
PTSUB. The X coordinates of the points to be plotted in the 
first line should be stored from PDATA (1,1) to PDATA (l,N). 
The Y coordinates for these points should be stored from 
PDATA (2,1) to PDATA (2,N). Similarly, for every line to be 
plotted in one call to PTSUB, the X data is stored in vectors 
of PDATA whose first dimension is odd, and the Y data is 
stored in vectors of PDATA whose first dimension is even and 
one larger than that lines• X data first dimension. 
M 
M--this is the number of lines to be plotted on the 
graph created by this call to PTSUB. 
N 
N--this is the number of points to be plotted per line. 
One drawback of the routine as listed is that all lines on 
one graph must have the same number of points plotted. One 
suggestion, if this presents a great problem, is to pass in 
a vector here instead of one value. The vector could contain 
the number of points in the first line, second, etc. The 
lengths of the loops beginning in statements 330 and 640 
could then be defined before these statements according to 
which line was being operated on. The dimension statement 
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in PTSUB would also require modification. 
NGRAPH 
NGRAPH--this contains the number of graphs, or calls to 
PTSUB, that are to be made. It is important that when the 
last call to PTSUB is made NGRAPH contains a number equal to 
or less than the total number of calls to PTSUB that have 
been made, including this last call. In calls before the 
last call, if convenient, NGRAPH can contain any number 
larger than the number of calls that have been made including 
that call. 
I TRACE 
ITRACE--this is terminology explained in the computer 
Center's plotter notes [4] provided free of charge. 
If no trace is desired, !TRACE should be zero. If a 
trace is desired, useful if trouble with the plots has 
occurred, set ITRACE to one. 
IC 
IC--this input provides the programmer with the choice 
of having the plotted data points of each line connected by 
straight lines, as in Figure 16, or to have the points 
plotted with no connecting lines. For the connecting lines 
IC should be one, and IC should be two for plotted points 
without connecting lines. 
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ISYM 
ISYM--this input parameter provides the programmer with 
the option of not having symbols plotted at the graphed data 
points. Of course, the connecting lines would be desired in 
this case. If no symbols are desired, ISYM should be -1. 
XDUMY AND YDUMY 
XDUMY and YDUMY--these are vectors dimensioned to 75 in 
the main line program and are in the argument list so that 
they can be dimensioned to N in PTSUB. This method of 
dimensioning these vectors is not necessary, and if differing 
numbers of points per line are desired, this method is even 
cumbersome. These vectors could be eliminated from the 
argument l;st and main line program altogether if the programmer 
desires. 
TITLE 
TITLE--this should be a string of 20 characters desired 
as the title, between single quotation marks at each end, 
with blanks included so that all 20 positions are used. 
I FIXED 
IFIXED--by setting !FIXED equal to one the programmer 
has the option of specifying the axes' ranges instead of 
using the ranges calculated in the routine. Note, however, 
~~~~ iF 1 ~l~t~;d ia~~ coordinate is outsi~e the soecified 
r~nge the rcut i ne ~ill adjust and override tne s~ecifiec 
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range. Also, the routine will round up or down the beginning 
and ending range values to an "increment .. of the range. If 
the range covers between 25 units and 250 units, the increment 
is 10 units. Thus a range from 36 to 82 covers 46 units, 
and the range implemented will be 30 to 90. 
This option is particularly useful when a standardized 
graph size is desired, without regard to the data to be 
plotted on any individual graph, thus providing easier 
comparison between graphs. 
XFIXl 
The specified value for the left end of the X-axis. 
XFIXZ 
The specified value for the right end of the X-axis. 
YFIXl 
The specified value for the bottom end of the Y-axis. 
YFIXZ 
The specified value for the top end of the Y-axis. 
Note that these last four input values are used by the 
subroutine only if !FIXED is 1, otherwise they are ignored. 
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IV. THE INPUT PARAMETERS OF THE 
BFPFFT ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
The necessary input parameters to the Block Floating 
Point FFT analysis program are listed and discussed in the 
following pages. 
ISGTYP 
ISGTYP or .. Signal Type"--specifies which of three kinds 
of signals are input to the BFPFFT. 
1 - White noise, unifonm Probability Density 
Function (PDF), into both real and imaginary 
inputs. 
2 - Cosine wave. 
3 - Complex sinusoid, composed of a real cosine 
wave and imaginary sine wave. 
NUMB IT 
NUMBIT--the number of bits, including a sign bit, of 
the BFPFFT being analyzed. 
SNRIN 
SNRIN--signal-to-noise ratio input, in dB. 
SIGC2 
SIGC2--noise power of the real input noise, in dB. 
This is used as the variance of a Gaussian noise distribution, 
after converting to a decimal value. Note that the imaginary 
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noise has this san1e power if the input is complex (ISGTYP=l 
or 3) and is zero for ISGTYP=2. 
Also note that in the BFPFFT analysis program the 
signal values used are scaled up by a factor of 2b (b is 
NUMBIT- 1, the number of bits without the sign bit) from 
the actual values that would be used in a BFPFFT processor. 
In a processor the expressible non-zero magnitudes range 
from 2-b to 1 - 2-b. In the analysis program this range is 
scaled to 1 and 2b- 1. 
Thus, to analyze an input noise standard deviation of 
SO in a BFPFFT processor, the value of noise power, in dB, 
to use for SIGC2 is given by 
SIGC2 = 20 log10 (SO • 2NUMBIT-l). 
N 
N--size of the FFT. It must be a power of two. 
ISGPRT 
ISGPRT or "Signal Print"--determines whether or not to 
print the input signal and the output signal for the no 
downshift case. 
1 - Signals are printed. 
Otherwise No signals are printed. 
TR 
TR--determines the input frequency of the sinusoids. 
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f 
The input frequency is iR • ~· In order to find TR in 
terms of the FFT size, N, and the FFT output node (numbered 
from 0 to N-1) corresponding to the input frequency use TR = 
N/(2*NODE). 
PSI 
PSI or "f_hase Shift _!_nput"--the input phase shift of 
the sinusoids in radians. 
NODl, NOD2 AND NOD3 
These can be used to select particular nodes of the FFT 
for computation of their noise statistics. 
The nodes are numbered from 1 to N when being named 
here, not 0 to N-1 as is common when talking about them. 
Thus, to analyze the quarter frequency node of an N = 
64 FFT, node 16, NODl (or NOD2 or NOD3) would be set to 17. 
Inputting a zero into any of these will result in no 
node being analyzed for that variable name. 
NOD2 
In the FSK analysis this is the node corresponding to 
the sent frequency. 
NOD3 
In the FSK analysis, this is the node corresponding to 
the unsent signalling frequency. 
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COR, NCOR, NUMRUN AND IRDTRK 
Meaningless inputs for the analysis program, but COR 
must be a dimensioned-54 array in the main program. 
JWIN 
used. 
This parameter specifies the input data window to be 
1 - Rectangular. 
2 - Triangular. 
3 - Cosine (Hanning). 
4 - Hal111ling. 
5 - Half Cycle Sine. 
6 - Cosine ** 2. 
7 - Half Cycle Sine ** 3. 
8 - Parzen. 
9 - Extended Cosine Bell. 
10 - Reads Window Values (First Half Only). 
11 - Ka1ser Window. 
ISTPPR 
ISTPPR or nstop Print11 --can be used to stop all printout 
from occurring that would nonmally be done when executing 
the BFPFFT analysis program. 
l - Stops print. 
Anything Else - Normal print. 
CUTOFF 
Any downshift pattern with a probability below this 
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number is considered to have an insignificant probability 
and is not analyzed further. Exceptions are the patterns of 
all and no downshifts which are analyzed regardless of their 
probabilities. 
ICUTOV 
If ICUTOV is 11 111 the CUTOFF value used in the program 
is the value passed in the argument list, but if ICUTOV is 
anything else, CUTOFF defaults to 0.0001. 
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V. THE OUTPUT VALUES OF THE BFPFFT ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
In the following pages the meaning of the Block Floating 
Point FFT (BFPFFT) output statistics are briefly explained. 
When ISTPPR is a value other than 11 1 .. , the statistics 
for every downshift pattern with a significant probability 
and also the patterns of all and no downshifts are output. 
Figure 18 shows a typical page of such output. At the far 
left of the output page the patterns are identified, with a 
"zero" meaning no downshift at that recurs i on and a "one" 
signifying that there was a downshift. The column just to 
the right of the pattern ID contains the probability of 
occurrence for the patterns. 
The next column to the right contains the signal-to-
noise ratio of the entire output signal. This is the ratio 
of the signal power summed over all of the output nodes to 
the noise power summed over all of the nodes. The output is 
in dB. 
One more column over is the variance, or noise power, 
at the output of the BFPFFT. This figure is the sum of the 
real and imaginary noise powers at each node averaged over 
all of the nodes and is given in dB. 
The next two columns contain the dB values of the 
digital noise added by the computation of the particular 
downshift pattern, referenced both at the input and at the 
output. These values are averages, not sums, over all of 
the output nodes. The added noise at the output is simply 
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the difference between the actual output noise and the noise 
that would appear at the output due to the input noise, 
SIGC2R, with no degradation added. The added noise referenced 
at the input, which is before the data window is applied, is 
the difference between SIGC2R and what SIGC2R would have to 
be in a noiseless processor in order to cause the output 
noise found. 
The next column, titled NODE, contains the values of 
NODl, NOD2 and NOD3. The rows to the right of these node 
numbers contain the infonmation just explained, but at one 
node at a time and not averaged over all the nodes, for the 
given pattern. Since the values in NODl, NOD2 and NOD3 
represent the FFT nodes numbered from 1 to N instead of the 
usual 0 to N-1, if NODl is 17 for a 64 point FFT the node 
analyzed is the quarter frequency node, most commonly described 
as node 16. 
After all significant patterns have been examined and 
printed, the next output is the listing of the probabilities 
of no downshift, one downshift, etc., as shown in Figure 19. 
This is not output if ISTPPR is 11 1" however. 
The final output statistics, shown in Figure 20, are 
written by subroutine TOT. This output is also prevented by 
ISTPPR=l, but the subroutine call can be done in the mainline 
program anyway. The numbers printed are the calculated 
expected values, over the ensemble of downshift patterns, of 
the four statistics previously explained--signal-to-noise 
ratio, variance or noise power and added noise referenced to 
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Figure 20. Example output of subroutine TOT. 
the input and to the output. These four statistics are 
given for the entire output signal, consisting of every 
node, and for the three individual nodes selected. All are 
given in dB. Also included here are the expected number of 
downshifts and the probability of overflow occurring at the 
input to the processor. There is a probability of overflow 
at the input because the input noise is modelled with a 
Gaussian distribution, which has infinite tails. Because of 
the block floating point algorithm, if no overflow occurs at 
the input, then no overflow can happen throughout the processor. 
Before closing this discussion two points need to be 
brought forth. First, the output noise variances and added 
noise powers are for the case where the input to the analyzed 
BFPFFT processor are scaled up by a factor of 2b (b is the 
number of unsigned bits, NUMB~T-1). In other words, the 
quantization interval analyzed was .. , .. and not 2-b. Thus, 
if conversion of the noise powers to a processor with a 
quantization interval of 2-b is desired, these powers should 
be divided by 2-2b. This conversion is probably desirable 
if the various noise powers for different register lengths 
are to be compared. Also, when taking dB values numbers 
very close to zero present a problem for the computer. In 
order to avoid trouble, if a number was very small, instead 
of taking the dB value zero was assigned to it. This is 
usually easy to spot and only occurs in the SNR statistics 
at nodes not corresponding to the input sinusoid. However, 
this could possibly lead to confusion if the dB value of a 
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number ~lmost exactly one is taken, since it would give a 
zero, too. 
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VI. EXAMPLE PROGRAMS AND THE NECESSARY 
JCL AND INPUT DATA FOR THEM 
A. A PROGRAM TO PERFORM ONE BFPFFT AND FSK ANALYSIS 
The first of these four programs simply performs one 
BFPFFT analysis and the corresponding FSK error probability 
analysis. The JCL, mainline program and input data listings 
are given in Appendix 24. The mainline program contains the 
necessary COMMONs and DIMENSIONs and reads many of the 
BFPFFT parameters with a NAMELIST. Three other parameters, 
ICUTOV, CUTOFF and ISTPPR are assigned in the program. 
The output given by this program begins with an .. echo .. 
of the read NAMELIST parameters followed by the output of 
the TOT subroutine. The output is completed with the FSK 
results. The FSK output contains five values: (1) the 
input signal-to-noise ratio, (2) the output signal-to-noise 
ratio at the signalling node, (3) the probability of error, 
(4) the base ten logarithm of the probability of error and 
(5) the signal-to-noise ratio at the input of a processor 
with no digital degradation that would give the same probability 
of error. 
The JCL for this program shows that the mainline fortran 
program is in dataset $3124.RUNSAV.FORT and all of the 
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analysis subroutines have been compiled and stored as executable 
load modules in a library, the partitioned dataset $3124.BFPLIB.LOAD. 
The plotter JCL statement is included but not necessary for 
this program. Finally, the last JCL statement indicates 
that the input data is contained in the dataset $3124.DUP.DATA. 
B. A PROGRAM TO PERFORM A SERIES OF BFPFFT AND FSK ANALYSES 
This progranl perfonms a series of analyses instead of 
just one, as in the program of Section VI.A. The JCL, 
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mainline program and input data listings are given in Appendix 25. 
From the values for the FFT size (N), register length 
(NUMBIT) and input noise power (SIGC2) this program calculates 
the input signal-to-noise ratios necessary to analyze the 
BFPFFT behavior throughout the range from no downshifts 
probable to all downshifts probable. The number of BFPFFT 
(and FSK) analyses perfonmed is given by 
After completing all of the calculations required for 
all of the analyses, the plot subroutines are called to plot 
and print the results. 
Two plots are made by this program. The first contains 
two lines: (1) the probability of error versus signal-to-
noise ratio input for the BFPFFT processor analyzed and 
(2) the probability of error versus signal-to-noise ratio 
input for an infinite precision processor. The second plot 
is a graph of the signal-to-noise ratio output at the signalling 
node versus the signal-to-noise ratio input. 
Since ISTPPR is set to "1" in the program the only 
output is that from the plot subroutine. 
From the JCL listing accompanying this program it is 
seen that the mainline fortran program is in dataset $3124.BFPRUN.FORT 
and the input data is in dataset $3124.BFPDATA.DATA. As in 
Section VI.A., all of the BFPFFT analysis subroutines are in 
compiled and ready to execute load modules stored in the 
partitioned dataset $3124.BFPLIB.LOAD. 
Since no provision in the JCL was made to allocate any 
datasets to files 9 and 10, the statements in PTSUB that 
write into these files must have been removed before its 
load module was created. 
C. A PROGRAM TO PERFORM A SERIES OF BFPFFT ANALYSES 
This program performs the same series of analyses as 
the program in Section VI.B., but for only the BFPFFT since 
all of the statements pertaining to the FSK analysis have 
been removed. The JCL, mainline program and input data 
listings are given in Appendix 26. 
Accordingly, only one call is made to subroutine PTSUB 
and it plots and prints the output signal-to-noise ratio at 
a given node (NOD2) versus the input signal-to-noise ratio. 
Again, this is the only printed output from the program. 
The JCL shows that the mainline fortran program is 
stored in dataset $3124.BFPNEW.FORT and the input data is 
found in dataset $3124.BFPDATA.DATA. Also, the plot routine 
will write the x-data, or input signal-to-noise ratio, into 
dataset $3124.DSNRIN.DATA{B) and the y-data, or output 
signal-to-noise ratio, into dataset $3124.DSNRIN.DATA{B). 
D. A PROGRAM TO PLOT GRAPHS 
This is a program that plots and prints data already 
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stored in TSO datasets. The JCL, mainline program and input 
data listings are given in Appendix 27. 
The program plots one graph with up to three lines. 
The number of lines plotted is detenmined in the call to 
PTSUB. Regardless of how many lines are plotted by PTSUB, 
three lines are prepared for plotting as six PDATA vectors 
are filled by reads from six different files. 
The second statement in the program, CALL SITE$(7}, 
should only be included if rapidographs are desired instead 
of the standard ball point pen plots. If this option is to 
be used, the operator should also be notified. 
The number of points to be plotted per line is assigned 
td the variable N in the program. Also, to provide for 
instances where only a portion of the stored data is to be 
plotted, the variable M can be assigned the number of stored 
data points to ignore before plotting of the rest of the 
data points. For example, if the two TSO datasets containing 
the x-data and y-data have twenty points stored and only the 
sixth through fifteenth points are desired plotted, N would 
be set to ten and M set to five. 
Two calls to PTSUB are found in the mainline program, 
with one of the calls having a "C11 in the colllllent field, so 
that only one of the calls would be executed in any use of 
the program. This was done for convenience, since the 
program was used to plot two kinds of graphs each with a 
different title and one using the !FIXED option and one not 
using this option. Changing the 11 C"s from statement to 
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statement according to which call is desired is a simple 
editing task with TSO. If a card deck were being used it 
would be simpler to use different call statements and shuffle 
them in and out of the deck as they are needed. 
The JCL shows that the mainline fortran program is 
stored in dataset $3124.PLDTA.FORT. The load module library 
stored in partioned dataset $3124.BFPLIB.LOAD is used since 
the plot subroutines are located there. The six different 
files used for reading in the mainline program must be 
allocated datasets to read from, even if one or two of the 
three lines will not be printed. Also, since the PTSUB 
subroutine which was used to create the PTSUB load module 
included writes to files 9 and 10 these allocations must 
also be made in the JCL. 
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VII. THE COMMON STATEMENTS IN THE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
This section has been provided in case changes are 
desired in the BFPFFT analysis routines. In order to save 
some time in this event, the COMMON statements, their argument 
lists and the routines in which they appear have been collected 
and listed below. 
COMMON PARAMS 
It is in the mainline program and subroutines AVE, 
SIGGEN and BFUTIL. 
Its argument list consists of SNRIN, SIGC2, N, N2, 
NUMBIT, NODl, NOD2 and NOD3. 
COMMON T 
It is in the mainline program and subroutines BFPFFT, 
TOT and SUM. 
Its argun1ent list consists of SNROUT, VAROUT, TVIO, 
TVOI, TSNRl, TVNODl, TVANll, TVANlO, TSNR2, TVNOD2, TVAN2I, 
TVAN20, TSNR3, TVNOD3, TVAN31, TVAN30, ENDS and POVF. 
COMMON UTIL 
It is in the mainline program and subroutine BFUTIL. 
Its argument consists of TPE. 
COMMON SVA 
It is in subroutines BFPFFT, AVE, SIGGEN and BFUTIL. 
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Its argument list consists of SIGN, VARN, ADD and NDSl. 
COMMON NTT 
It is in subroutines BFPFFT, AVE, SUM and ADEDNS. 
Its argument list consists of SNRUOT, VUOT, VIO, VOl, 
SNRl, VNODl, VANDli, VANDlO, SNR2, VNOD2, VAND2I, VAND20, 
SNR3, VNOD3, VAND31 and VAND30. 
COMMON WW 
It is in subroutines BFPFFT, REC and WINGEN. 
Its argument list consists of W{1024} and NSUM{l024}. 
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VIII. SOME INTERESTING AND HELPFUL FACTS 
A. HOW TO PRINT A PROGRAM LISTING ON A TSO TERMINAL 
Listings of fortran programs stored in TSO datasets can 
be made using the program listed in Appendix 28. A load 
module of this program is created using the "fort" and 
"link" TSO conmands and the program is executed using the 
"call" conmand. Before executing the "call .. command, however, 
the "allocate" command should be used to allocate the dataset 
to be listed to file 7. The following sequence of events 
should explain how to use the program to make a dataset 
listing. The print program is assumed to have already been 
stored in load module form under the name PRINT.LOAD. 
(1) Type "alloc dsn(dataset.tobe.printed) f(ft07f001)". 
(2) Type "call print ... 
(3) Enter the paper on which the listing is to be made into 
the terminal keyboard and position it for printing. 
(4) Strike the RETURN key and the listing should begin. 
(5) After 30 lines are printed the printing stops. Enter 
and position a new piece of paper and strike the RETURN 
key. 
(6) Continue (5) until the listing is complete. Remove the 
last piece of paper and strike the RETURN key one more 
time. The terminal should reply with "READY" and 
continue the session. 
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B. COMPILING A FORTRAN DATASET WITH THE H-EXTENDED COMPILER 
Since the G-1 compiler is available to terminal users 
but H-extended is not, in order to compile a fortran routine 
from a TSO dataset in H-extended and store the produced 
object code in another TSO dataset a background job must be 
submitted with special JCL. The listing in Appendix 29 is 
an example of such a job. The fortran routine is from a 
dataset named $3124.BFPLIB.FORT(BFPFFT) and the object code 
is targeted for $3124.BFPLIB.OBJ(BFPFFT). The targeted 
dataset must have been previously created, but its contents 
are unimportant. This is because the submitted background 
job will not create a new dataset but will write into an 
existing dataset. 
C. ENTERING A FORTRAN CARD DECK INTO A TSO DATASET 
This section presents a good way of entering a program 
deck into a TSO fortran dataset. Since the technique actually 
reads in members into a partitioned dataset, the technique 
can be used to add new subroutines into a subroutine library 
or to change an already existing dataset member. The partitioned 
dataset that will receive the read in members should be 
created before this program is run. This capability was 
added to the system by Mark Boecker, an employee at the UMR 
Computer Center. The necessary JCL is: 
//JOBNAME JOB (XXXXRL,N###), 1 NAME,YOUR 1 
II EXEC PGM=IEBUPDTE,PARM=NEW 
/ISYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
//SYSUT2 DO DISP=OLD,DSN=$XXXX.THE.PARTIT.DATASET.NAME 
. I ADD NAME=~1EM1 
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(The cards making up member one, or if a subroutine 
library, subroutine MEMl.) 
.1 ADD NAME=MEM2 
(The cards making up member two, or if a subroutine 
library, subroutine MEM2.) 
.1 ADD NAME=MEM3 
II 
(The cards making up member three, or if a subroutine 
library, subroutine MEM3.) 
After the cards making up the last member to be 
read into TSO, the program is concluded with the 
following card. 
D. ROUTING ALL OUTPUT FROM A SUBMITTED BACKGROUND JOB 
TO TSO 
The JCL listing in Appendix 30 is used to route all 
output from a background job submitted through a TSO terminal 
back to the terminal. 
The JCL provides for the fortran program to be executed 
to be read from dataset $3124.LINDA.FORT and the input data 
to be read from dataset $3124.DIN.DATA. The JCL also provides 
for writes into file 7 to go into dataset $3124.DOUT.DATA. 
Most importantly, the writes into file 6 and the information 
generated by the compiler are routed directly to the terminal 
instead of to the printer. In order to see the information 
routed to the TSO tenninal the 11 0utput" co11111and is used. It 
is suggested that the 11 print(dataset name) 11 option of the 
110utput 11 conJlland be employed to write the output into a 
dataset in case more than one look at it is necessary. If 
the 11 0utput" command is executed without printing into a 
dataset only one look at the output can be obtained. 
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E. ALLOCATING PARTITIONED DATASETS 
When attempting to create partitioned datasets the 
necessary "attribute" and .. allocate .. coJTITlands can be confusing. 
First, the .. help .. for these colllllands contains many more 
options than are actually required and yet the unknowing TSO 
user has no idea which of the options should be or need to 
be specified. Secondly, unless the various blocklengths and 
record formats, etc. have been committed to memory the 
unknowing TSO user again has no idea what values to use. In 
order to provide some help, the following two example allocations 
are shown. 
Fortran Dataset (or OBJ or LIST datasets) 
Enter the following two TSO commands: 
ATTRIB NAME BLKSIZE(6160) DSORG(PO) LRECL(BO) RECFM(F B) 
ALLOC DA(DATASET.FORT) NEW SPACE(3 1) TRACKS DIR(3) USING(NAME) 
Load Module Dataset 
Enter the following two TSO commands: 
ATTRIB NAMEl BLKSIZE(l9069) DSORG(PO) RECFM(U) 
ALLOC DA(DATASET.LOAD) NEW SPACE(3 l) TRACKS DIR(3) USING(NAMEl) 
Finally, it should be pointed out that the space and 
directory sizes specified would depend on the length and 
number of members to be stored in the partitioned dataset. 
A guess is that twenty member names can be stored in one 
FORT dataset directory block and about six in a LOAD dataset 
directory block. It is better to have more than enough here 
than to have too little. The amount of space to specify is 
a little tougher to figure than the number of directory 
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blocks, but that is why the extension capability is provided. 
In the option specifying space, the number of memory tracks 
inwediately allocated to the dataset is given first (3 in 
both examples) and then the extension increment is given (1 
in both examples). If at any time when adding members to 
the dataset more memory tracks are needed, up to fifteen 
extensions of the size specified by the increment will 
automatically be given. A guess as to the size of a memory 
track is around two hundred records, or statements in a 
fortran program. Since the user is billed for the number of 
tracks he has allocated, it is not a good practice to have a 
large number of unused tracks. 
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This Appendix contains a listing of Subroutine ADEDNS. 
S U B R 0 U T I rJ E A 0 ED N S ( S I G C 2 R, ~~ P \·1 R , N U , N D S 1 , I S r, T Y P } 
COl1f.10N/fJTT/SNRUOT, VUOT, VIO, VOl ,Sfln1, VNOD1, VAfl£'11, VAtJD10,SrJR2, 
1 VfJOD2, VAND21, VAND20, SNR3, VNOD3, VAND31, VAtJ030 







VAt J D 2 I = ( V t JO D 2/ G FACT R ) - S I r, C 2 R 
VAfJD20=V~ 002-S I GC2R•GFACTR 
VAND31=(VNOD3/GFACTR)-SIGC2R 





























DU1Et1S ION SIGfJ(2048) 1 VARN(2048) 
c 0 ,.~~ 1 0 t J/ s v A I s I G N I v Art N I A[) D I tJ f' s 1 
cortr,OtJINTT ISNRUOT I vuor I VIol vo 1 I snR11 VN0011 VANOll I VAtiOlOI SNR21 
1 VtlOD21 VA~JD21 I VA ND 201SHR31 V~JOD3, VAtJD31 I VAf!D30 
cor•ttOtll PI\RAt1SIStJRI Nl s 1 nc21 r11 u21 r,JUt1B 1 T I tJOD11 N0021 NOD3 
TAKES S I Gt~AL S I GfJ1 AND NOI SE 1 VARf~ 1 ANO CALCULATES SNR. 
StHt (SNR1,StJf~2 1 SNH3) OF UP TO 3 SELECTED NOOES (f~001 1 N002 1 N003) 
IF NODI=0 1 THAT S~LECTED NODE IS I~NORED. 
ANOIST=O. 
SIGT=O. 
DO 601 JN=11 tJ 
S I G T = S I G T + S I G ~~ ( J f J ) * * 2 + S I G N ( J t J + r J ) * * 2 
ANOIST=ANOIST+VARN(JN)+VARN(JN+N) 
CONTINUE 





VtlOO 1 =0. 
VtJOD 2 =0. 
VtJ003=0. 
IF(NOD1.EQ.O) GO TO 570 
S N R 1 = ( S I G! I ( N 0 D 1 ) * * 2 + S I G N ( N 0 0 1 + N ) * * 2 ) I ( VA R r I ( NOD 1 ) +VA R N ( r J 0 D 1 + N ) ) 
VfJOD1=VAP.N(NOD1)+VARN(NOD1+tJ) 
CO tJT I r~U E 
IF(NOD2.EQ.O) GO TO 571 

































571 CONTI tJUE 
I F ( tJOD 3. EQ. 0) GO TO 57 2 
S tJR 3 = ( S I G t1 ( ~JOD 3) * * 2 + S I G fH UO D 3+ tJ) * * 2) I ( V 1\fU J( tJOD 3) + VAR f1 ( rJOD 3+ tl) ) 
VfJ003=VARf~ ( N0['3) +VARtJ( tJOD 3+tl) 













This Appendix contains a listing of Subroutine BESIO. 
SUBROUTINE BESIO(X,Y) 
C**** THIS SUBROlJTifJE CALCULATES THE ~~ODIFIED BESSEL FlHJCTION Y=l ( X) 
C**** 0 
IFCX.GT.7.5) GO TO 2 
Y=1.0 
FACT=1.0 
DO 1 1=1, 10 
FACT=FACT•FLOAT(I) 
Y=Y+ ((X/2.0)••1/FACT)**2 
1 CO tiT I fJUE 
GO TO 3 





















This Appendix contains a listing of Subroutine BFPFFT. 
This subroutine must be compiled using the H-extended compiler. 
It is the only subroutine or program presented that has this 
requirement. This presents a problem when working on a TSO 
terminal, since the G-1 compiler is available to tenminal 
users but H-extended is not. Thus, in order to compile a 
fortran routine from a TSO dataset in H-extended and store 
the produced object code in another TSO dataset, a background 
job must be submitted with special JCL. An example of this 
is given in Section VIII.B. 
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SUBROUTINE BFPFFTCISGTYP,SNRIN1SIGC2,COR,NCOR,N,NUMBIT,IRDTRK, 00000010 
1 TR, PSI I NOD1, NOD21 NOD3, J\JI N, I SGPRT I NUf·1RUtJ, I STPPR, CUTOVF I I CUTOV) 00000020 
DIMENSION IBR(1024), SIG0{2048), SIG1{2048), SIG2(2048), 00000030 
1 SIG3(2048), SIG4(2048), SIG5(2043), SIG6(2048), SIG7(2048) 1 00000040 
I s I G 8 { 2 0 4 8 ) I s I G 9 ( 2 0 4 8 ) I s I G 1 0 ( 2 0 4 8 ) I s I G ~ J( 2 0 ,, 8 ) I 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 
3 VAR0{2048), VARI(2048), VAR2(2048) 1 VAR3{2048), VAR4(2048), 00000060 
4 VAR5(2048) 1 VAR6(2048), VAR7(2048) 1 VAR8(2043) 1 VAR9(2048) 1 00000070 
5 VARI0{2048), P2(2), P3(4), P4(8), PS(I6), P6(32), P7(64),P8(128),00000030 
6 P9(256), Pl0(5I2) 1 PTDS(10), SNR(l02LJ), VARfJ(2048), COR(6L~), 00000090 
7 Rt1SNRM(4) 1 KDS(I024) 1 SIGP\·/(1024), JDS(IO) OOOOOIOO 
c 0 ~1t~1 0 N I ~~\·I I u ( 1 0 2 4 ) I N sUM ( 1 0 2 4 ) 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 
C011MONISVAIS I GN, VARN, ADD, NDSl OOOOOI20 
COf,ll·tON/T/SNROUT, VAROUT, TVI O, TVOI, TSNRI, TV~JODI, TVAN11, TVAN10, 00000130 
1 TSNR2,TVNOD2,TVAN21,TVAN20,TSNR31TVN003,TVAN31,TVAN30,ENDS,POVF 00000140 
COI-1t,10 N/ NTT Is NRUOT I VUOT I vI 0 I vo I Is fiR 1, VNOD 1, VAtlD 11 I VAND IO Is tJR 2 I 0 0 0 0 015 0 
I VU002, VAfJC21 I VAND20, SNR3, VNOD3, VAND31 I VAN030 00000160 
C**** PREDICTION ANALYSIS OF BLOCK FLOATING POINT FFT **** OOOOOI70 
C**** ISGTYP=1 WliiTE NOISE SIGNAL, ISGTYP=2 COSINE WAVE SIGNAL 00000180 
C**** ISCTYP=3 CQt.tPLEX SINUSOIDAL SIGt~AL OOOOOI90 
C**** FREQUENCY OF GENERATED COSINE SIGNAL IS 1/TR OF MAXIMUM FREQUENCY 00000200 
C**** PSI IS THE PHASE SHIFT OF THE COSif~E SIGtJAL (ltJ RADIANS) 00000210 
C**** StJP.I i~=S IGfJAL fJOISE RATIO INPUT COB) 00000220 
C * * * * S I G C 2 = N 0 I S E VA R I AN C E I N PUT ( n B ) F 0 R EACH S At·1 P L E 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 
C**** S I GC2 IS NOT THE SUt1 OF THE REAL AND I MAG I rJARY COtJ.PONENT 00000240 
C**** N= NUf~13ER OF POifJTS IN THE FFT 00000250 
C**** NUf·1BIT= REGISTER LEtJGTH (BITS), INCLUDfS THE SIGN BIT 00000260 
C**** IRDTRK=O NUr·H~ERS ARE ROUNDED, IROTRK=l NUf1BERS ARE TRUNCATED 00000270 
C**** COR IS THE CORRELATION FUNCTION ARRAY A~JO NCOR IS ITS DIMENSION 00000280 
C**** THE SNR OF SELECTED NODES (NODI, NOD21 NOD3) CAtJ BE 00000290 
C**** CALCULATED. SETTING NODI, N002 1 OR NOD3 EQUAL TO 0 00000300 
C * * * * H I L L E L I f·11 NATE THAT N 0 D E P 0 I fl T E R F R 0 t i C OH PUT AT I 0 N 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 
C * * * * J \ ' I N I N [') I C ATE S H H I C H \! I fl D 0 \1 F lH J C T I 0 f ~ \II L L B E US E D 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 
C**** J\!lr1=1 RECTArJGULAR, J\/l t1 =2 TRI ~. NGULAR, J~JI~l=3 COSI ~' E (PAiJNit JG), 00000330 
C**** J~JI'J=4 HAt~t·11NG, J\/lfJ=5 HALF CYCLE SlfiE, J\Jif'=6 (COSirJE)••2, 00000340 
C**** J\lltJ=7 (HALF CYCLE SltJE)**3, J\ ! lrJ=8 P/\RZEtJ, J~·J ii1=9 EXTEiJDED COSINE00000350 
C**** BELL, J\/1 fJ=10 REAOS \II rJD0 \1 VALUES (FIRST HALF Of:LY) 00000360 
C**** ISGPRT=O, NO SIGf'ALS ARE PRif-'TED 00000370 
C**** ISGPRT=1 lf·IPUT & OUTPUT SIGfJAL, NO DO\/NSHIFTS 1 IS PRINTED**** 00000380 
C * * * * NUn R U r-1 = U U t~ B E R 0 F ACT U 1\ L B L 0 C K F L 0 AT I I~ G PO I rJ T F F T R U fl S TO PER F 0 R t1 • 0 0 0 0 0 3 9 0 
C**** ISTPPR=1 ·IILL SUPPnESS ALL PRiiJTOUT DURING BFPFTT 00000400 
C**** ICUTOV=1 MAKES CUTOFF=CUTOVF 1 AN IMPUT PARAMETER 00000410 
C**** OTHER~JI SE-- CUTOFF=l. OE-4 00000420 
CUTOFF=1.0E-04 00000430 
IF(ICUTOV.EQ.1) CUTOFF=CUTOVF 00000440 
I F ( I S G T Y P • t~ E • 1 • At J D • I S G T Y P • N E • 2 • A f J D • I S G T Y P , N E • 3 ) I S G T Y P = 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 5 0 
IF(ISTPPR.EQ.l) ISGPRT=O 00000460 
IF( ISTPPR.NE.l) CALL OPE IH ISGTYP,S~JRirJ,SIGC2,COR 1 NCOR,tJ, 00000470 
1 NU~1B IT, I RDTP.K, TRIPS I I NOD!, tJOD2, NOD3, J\/1 Nl I SGPRT I NUt111Ufl) 00000480 
PI=3.141592GS 00000490 
N2=rJ•2 00000500 
fJH/\LF=~/ 2 00000510 
NU= lfJT( ALOG( FLOAT(N))/ ALOG(2.0)+ 0.1) 00000520 
NCHECK=2••NU 00000530 
IF( f~. EQ. NCHECK) GO TO 31 00000540 
\1111 T E ( G, 3 2) N 0 0 0 0 0 55 0 
3 2 FoR r tAT < ' o ' , ' N 1 s NoT A P E R F E c T Po\ 1 E R oF 2 • r ~ = ' , 1 t, , 1 I o o o o o 5 6 o 
1' THIS DATA SET \·lAS IGfJORED.') 00000570 
RETURiJ 00000580 
31 CONTiiJUE 00000590 
SNRI fJrl= 10. ••(SNRI f4/10.) 00000600 
SIGC2R= lO.••(SIGC2/10.) 
C**** GEtlERJ\TE CORRELATION FUNCTION **** 
IF(NCOR.EQ.O) GO TO 2 
CtlOfU·\=S IGC2/(2. O•COR( 1)) 
DO 2 1=1, NCOR 
COR(I)=COR(I )•CNORM 
2 COtiTiflUE 
C**** GEtiERATE INPUT S I GfJJ\L Af~D NOISE ArJn \~11 fJOOH FUNCTION **** 
CALL SIGGEH(ISGTYP,TR,PSI) 
CALL \II NGEN( N, lJHALF I J\•!1 lJI \•JP\IR) 
C**** GENERATE IBR( N) **** 
DO 10 J=l, N 
NUt1= 0 
IX=J-1 
DO 11 JX=1 1 NU 
FIX={FLOAT(IX))/2.0 
IX=IX/2 
NUt1=tJUt1+1NT( (FI -FLOAT( I X) )•2. Q)•2••{NU -JX) 
11 CO~lTifJUE 
I B H ( J ) = tJ ur.~ 
10 COtJTI fJUE 
C**** PRINT I UPUT S I GflAL VALUES, IF I Sf1PRT=l **** 
IF(ISGPRT.NE.l) GO TO 608 
\•J R I T E ( 6 I 6 0 7 ) N 
607 FORt1J\T( 1 0 1 1 1 FFT SIGNAL INPUT VALUES FOR N=' 1 15) 
CALL PR/\Y{SIGtl 1 N2) 
603 COrJTINUE 
CALL OVFLO\I(SIGfJ 1 VARN 1 N2, N1 NUf·1BIT 1 POVF) 
C**** PASS SAt·lPL ES THROUGH ~~I NDO\J **** 
































DO 12 I= 1, tl 
ERROR=O.O 
IF(\/( I ).UE.1.0) ERROR=0.0833333 
SIGtHI )=SIGN(I )•\J(I) 
S I G:J ( I +N) =SIGN ( I + N) •\/ ( I ) 
VA~N(I )=VARN(I )•W(I)••2+ERROR 
VA R N ( I + f J ) = VA R f J ( I + N ) *\·I ( I ) * * 2 + ERR 0 R 
12 COt~T I NUE 
C• *** S CRA~·1B LE INPUT SIGNAL AND NOISE FOR FFT PROCESS I f!G **** 
37 DO 5 1=1, tJ 
J=IBR(I)+1 
SIGO(I )=SIGN(J ) 
SIGO(I+U)=SIGN(J+N) 
VARO(I )=VARfJ{J ) 
VARO{I+N)=VARN(J+N) 
5 CONTINUE 
C**** CALCULATE PNOS FOR RECURSION 1 **** 
CALL PNDS{SIGO, VARO, N2, N, NUMBIT,Xt1ULT) 
P2(1)=Xr1ULT 
P 2 ( 2 ) = 1 • - Xt 1 U L T 
DO 13 I =1, 10 
PTDS (I ) =0. 
13 CONTiflUE 
SNflOUT=O. 





































TVtJOO 1 =0. 
TVNOD2=0. 



















00 532 J2=1,2 
K2=J2-1 
CALL REC(SIGO, VARO,SIG1, VAR1,1B~, N2,N, NHALF,K2,1RDTRK, 1, 
1 NUrtBIT, COR, NCOR, NU,K2) 
CALL Pf~DS(SIG1, VAR1, N2, N, NUMBIT,Xf1ULT) 
l12=J2 
I F ( Xf·1U LT. L E. 1. 0 E- 3 5) Xt·1U L T = 0. 0 
P 3 ( f ~ 2 ) = P 2 ( t ~12 ) * X f 1 U L T 
































IF(NU.LE.l) GO TO SOl 
DO 533 J3=1,2 
K3•J3-1 
KC3=K2+K3 
IF(K3.EQ.0.4NO.P3012).LT. CUTOFF.Ar~D.KC3.1JE.O) GO TO 533 
IF(K3. EQ.1.A~JD.P3(t12+2). LT. CUTOFF.Ar~D.KC3. NE.2) GO TO 533 
CALL REC(SIG1,VAR1,SIG2 ,VAR2, IBR,N2,N,NHALF,K3,1RDTRK,2, 
1 NUt1BIT, COR, NCOR, NU,KC3) 
CALL PNDS(SIG2, VAR2, N2, N, NUf1BIT,XltULT) 
t13 •I 12 + K 3 * 2 
I F ( XI t U L T • L E • 1 • 0 E- 3 5 ) XI 1 U L T = 0 • 0 
P4 (113) =P3(~13) •XttUL T 
P 4 ( t·t 3 + 4 ) = P 3 ( I 1 3 ) * ( 1 • - XM U L T ) 
I F ( f~U. L E. 2) GO TO 501 
DO 534 J4=1,2 
K4 =J4-1 
KC4=KC3+K4 
IF(K4.EQ.O.AND.P40·13).LT. CUTOFF.ANO.KC4.tJE.O) GO TO 534 
I F ( K 4 • E Q • 1 • At J D • P 4 ( ~13 + 4 ) • L T • CUT 0 F F • AND • K C 4 • N E • 3 ) G 0 T 0 5 3 4 
CALL REC(SIG2,VAfl2,SIG3 ,VAR3, IBfl,r~2,N,fJHJ\LF,K4,1RDTRK,3, 
1 tlUl·HliT, COR, NCOR, NU,KC4) 
CALL PtJOS(SIG3, VAfl3, N2, N, NUMBIT,X~1L'LT) 
r 14 =t ~ 3 + K 4 • 4 
I F ( Xf1U LT. L E .1. 0 E- 3 5) Xt·1U L T = 0. 0 
P5 (r~4) =P4 (114) •Xt~UL T 
P5 014+8 )•P4(r.t4)•(1.-XMULT) 
IF(NU.LE.3) GO TO SOl 


































IF(KS.EQ.O.AND.P5014).LT. CUTOFF.AND.KCS.NE.O) GO TO 535 
IF(K5.EQ.1.AtJD.P50·14+8).LT. CUTOFF.AUD.KC5.NE.4) GO TO 535 
CALL REC(SIG3,VAR3,SIG4 ,VAR4, IBR,N2,N,NHALF,KS,IRDTRK,4, 
1 NUMBIT, COR, NCOR, NU,KC5) 
CALL PNDS(SIG4, VAR4, N2, N, NUHBIT,Xt:ULT) 
t·15 =t~4+K5•8 
I F(Xt1ULT.LE.1. OE-35) Xt·1ULT=O. 0 
P6 ( fv15) = PS ( ttS) * Xt.1U l T 
P6 (t15+16 )=P5(~15)•(1.-XMULT) 
IF(NU.LE.4) GO TO SOl 
DO 536 J6=1,2 
K6=J6-l 
KC6=KCS+K6 
IF(KG.EQ.O.AND.PG(M5).LT. CUTOFF.AND.KCG.NE.O) GO TO 536 
IF(K6.EQ.l.AND.P6(M5+16).LT. CUTOFF.AND.KC6.NE.5) GO TO 536 
CALL REC(SIG4,VAR4,SIGS ,VARS, IBR,N2,N,NHALF,K6,1RDTRK,S, 
1 NUt1B IT, COR, NCOR, NU, KC6) 
CALL PNDS(SIGS, VARS, N2, N, NUNBIT,Xt1ULT) 
f~G =HS+K6* 16 
IF(XMULT.LE.l.OE-35) XMULT=O.O 
P7 ( r 16) = PG ( ~16) * Xt1U L T 
P7 046+32 )=P60~6)•(1.-Xf1ULT) 
IF(NU.LE.S) GO TO 501 
DO 537 J7=1,2 
K7=J7-1 
KC7=KC6+K7 
IF(K7.EQ.O.AUD.P7(~16).LT. CUTOFF.AND.KC7.NE.O) GO TO 537 
IF(K7.EQ.l.AND.P7(M6+32).LT. CUTOFF.AND.KC7.NE.6) GO TO 537 
CALL REC(SIGS,VARS,SIG6 ,VAP6, IBR,N2,N,NHALF,K7,1RDTRK,6, 
































CALL PNDS(SIG6, VAR6, N2, tl, NU~q:~IT,Xt·\ULT) 
M7=116+K7•32 
IF(Xf1ULT.LE.1.0E-35) Xl1ULT=O.O 
P8 (t17) =P7(M7) •Xf1UL T 
P8 (117+61• )=P7(t17)•(1.-Xf·1ULT) 
IF(NU.LE.6) GO TO 501 
DO 538 J8=1,2 
K8=J8-1 
KC8=KC7+K8 
IF(K8.EQ.O.AUD.P80·17).LT. CUTOFF.Al~D.KC8.NE.O) GO TO 538 
IF{K8.EQ.1.AND.P8Cf17+6~).LT. CUTOFF.AND.KC8.NE.7) GO TO 538 
CALL REC(SIG6,VArl6,SIG7 ,VAR7 I IBR,N2,N,NHALF,K8,1RDTRK,7, 
1 NUMBIT, COR, NCOR, NU,KC8) 
CALL PNOS(SIG7, VAR7, N2, N, NUt1BIT,XMULT) 
t"8 =t17+K8•6 ~ 
IF(Xt1ULT.LE.1.0E-35) X~'1ULT=O.O 
P9 ( t18) = P8 { f·18) * X1·1U L T 
P9 ( t~18 + 12 8) = P 8 ( t·18 ) * { 1. - Xt1U L T) 
IF(NU.LE.7) GO TO 501 
DO 539 J9=1,2 
K9 =J9-1 
KC9=KC8+K9 
IF(K9.EQ.O.AtJD.P9018).LT. CUTOFF.AND.KC9.fJE.O) GO TO 539 
IF(K9.EQ.l.AND.P9018+128).LT, CUTOFF.AND.KC9.UE.3) GO TO 539 
CALL REC(SIG7,VAR7,SIG8 ,VAR8 , IBR,N2,N,NHALF,K9, IRDTRK,8, 
1 UUMBIT, COR, NCOR, NU,KC9) 
CALL PNDS(SIG8, VAI18, N2, N, NlJf.H31T,Xt·\ULT) 
M9=t18+K9•128 
IF( Xt·1ULT. LE.1. OE-35) Xt1UL T=O. 0 
































P 1 0 (t ~ 9 + 2 5 6 ) = P 9 (I ·19 ) * ( 1. - Xt1 U L T ) 
IF(NU.LE.8} GO TO 501 
DO 540 J10=1,2 
KlO=J 10-1 
KC10=KC9+K10 
I F ( K 1 0 • E Q • 0 • AN 0 • P 1 0 0 't 9 ) • L T • CUT 0 F F • A rJ P • K C 1 0 • N E • 0 ) G 0 TO 5 4 0 
IF( KlO. EQ.1.AfJD. P10Ct19+256}. LT. CUTOFF .AND. KClO. NE.9) GO TO 540 
CALL REC(SIG8,VAR8,SIG9 ,VAf19, IBR,fJ2,fJ,fJHALF,K10,1RDTRK,9, 












IFCNU.EQ.1 ) ADD=P2CrJDS1) 
I F(tJU. EQ.2 ) ADD=P3012+K3•2) 
IF(NU.EQ.3 ) ADD=P4(113+K4•4) 
IF(NU.EQ.4 ) ADD=P5(M4+K5•8) 
IF(NU.EQ.5 ) ADD=P6015+K6•16) 
IF(NU.EQ.6 ) ADD=P7(t16+K7•32) 
IFCNU.EQ.7 ) ADD=P8017+K8•64) 
IF(NU.EQ.8 ) AOD=P9018+K9•128) 
IFCNU.EQ.9 ) ADD=Pl0(M9+Kl0•256) 

































IF(tJU.EQ.1) CALL EQ(SIG1, SIGN, VAR1, VARtJ, N, N2) 00002710 
IF(NU.EQ.2) CALL EQ(SIG2, SIGN, VAR2, VAR~J I N, N2) 00002720 
IFCNU.EQ.3) CALL EQ(S I G3, SIGN, VAR.3, VARN, N, N2) 00002730 
IF(NU.E0.4) CALL EQ(SIG4, S I G~l, VAR4, VARN, N, N2) 00002740 
IF(NU.EQ.S) CALL EQ(SIGS, SIGN, VARS, VARil, N, N2) 00002750 
IF(fiU.EQ.6) CALL EQ(SIG6, SIGN, VARG, VAfHJ, N, H2) 00002760 
IF(NU.EQ.7) CALL EQ(SIG7, SIGN, VAR7 I VARN, N, N2) 00002770 
IF(NU.EQ.8) CALL EQ(SIG81 S I Gr~~ VAI18, VARfJ 1 Nl N2) 00002780 
IFCNU.EQ.9) CALL EQ(SIG9 1 SIGtJ, VAR9, VARN, N, N2) 00002790 
IFCt4U.EQ.lO)CALL EQ(SIG101SIGN1 VAR10,VAR'J 1 N1 N2) 00002800 
C**** PRINT OUTPUT S I GtJAL VALUES NO DO~JrJSH I FTS, IF ISGPRT=1 **** 00002810 
IF(NDS1.NE.l) GO TO G11 00002820 
IF(ISGPRT.NE.l) GO TO 611 00002830 
\IRITE(6,606) 00002840 
606 FORt·lAT( 1 0 1 1 'FFT SIGtJAL OUTPUT VALUES WHEN 1~0 DO\HJSH I FTS') 00002850 
CALL PRAY ( S I GlJ1 N2) 00002860 
611 COrJTirJUE 00002870 
C**** COMPUTE AND PRINT SNR STATISTICS **** 00002880 
CALL AVE 00002890 
CALL AD Eor~s c s 1 GC2 R1 \vP\IR, r~u, Nos 11 1 sGTY P > 00002900 
CALL SUf1( AOD,NDS1) 00002910 
CALL BFUTIL 00002920 
IF(ISTPPR.EQ.1) GO TO 612 00002930 
IF(ADO,LT.CUTOFF.AND.NDS1.NE.l.AND.NDSl.NE.NU+l) GO TO 612 00002940 
CALL DB1(SNRUOT,VUOT,VIO,VOI,SNRl,VNODl,VANDli,VAND10, 00002950 
1 SNR2, VNOD2, VAtJ£121 I VAt~D20, SNR3, VNOD3, VAfJD31 I VAt~D30) 00002960 
IF(NDSl.NE.1) GO TO 500 00002970 
\•I R I T E ( 6 I 3 8 ) 00002980 
38 FORt1AT( '1' ,lX,S( '****PREDICTION ANALYSIS••')) 00002990 
WRITE(6,610) N 00003000 
610 FORI~1AT('O',' N=', 14, /, 1 LOCATION 1,/,1X, 1 OF', 16X, 
1 'PROBABILITY', 3X, 1StJR',7X, 1 VARIANCE ADDED NOISE 
' 
, 
2 ' NODE SNR 1 ,7X,'VARIANCE ADDED NOISE 1 , 
3 /,2X, 1 DOWNSHIFTS 1 ,23X, 1 OUT 1 ,8X, 1 0UT 1 ,6X,'AT INPUT AT OUTPUT 
4 8X, 1 0UT 1 ,8X,'OUT 1 ,6X,'AT INPUT AT OUTPUT 1 ,/, 
5 ' 1 2 3 •• 5 6 7 8 9 10' I 11X, 4 ( lX, ' ' ) I ' -', 
G 4C1X,' 1 )) 
500 CONTINUE 
~IRITE(6,603) (JDS(LUt1P), LUMP=1,NU) 
WRITEC6,613)AOD, 
1 SNRUOT,VUOT,VOI,VIO 
~IRITEC6,6131) NOD1,StiR1, VNOD1, VAN011, VAND10, 
2 NOD2 1 SNR2 1 VNOD2,VAN021,VAND20,NOD3,SNR3,VN003,VAND31,VAND30 
603 FORtiAT( 1 01 , 1X, 10(111 1X)) 
613 FORMAT('+', 21X, 1X,G10.4,4(1X,G10.4)) 
6131 F 0 Rt1A T ( '+ ' I 7 7 X I I 4 I 4 ( 1 X' G 10. 4 ) I I ' ' , 7 7 X, I 4, 4 ( 1X I G 10. 4) , I 
1' 1 1 77X,14,4(1X,G10.4)) 
612 CO NT I r~U E 
531 GO TO ( 532, 533, 534 1 535 1 536, 537, 538, 539 1 540),NU 
540 CONT I:JUE 
539 CONTI tJUE 
538 COUTitJUE 
537 CONTI r~UE 








































C**** PRINT OVERALL SNR STATISTICS **** 
\IRITE(6,600) N, NUI1BIT, PTOS 
600 FORf1AT( //, 'THE 00\/NSIIIFT PROBABILITIES ARE FOR N= 1 , 14, 
1 1 AfJD REGISTER LENGTH, HJCLUDI~JG SIGN,=', 12,' BITS ARE', //, 
2 • oo\/NSHIFTS ',lx, 'o•, 1ox, '1', 1ox, '2', 1ox, '3', 1ox, '4', 
3 lOX, 1 5 1 , lOX, 1 6 1 , lOX, 1 7 1 , lOX, 1 8 1 , lOX, 1 9 1 , /, 


















This Appendix contains a listing of Subrouti ne BFUTIL. 
SUBROUTINE BFUTIL 
DI~1EtJSION SIGN(2048),VAflN(2048) 
CO~~t10NISVAIS I GN, VARN, ADD, NDS1 
C 0 t1N 0 r ~I PAR At~ S IS N R I r ~ , S I G C 2 , N, N 2 , N U t-1 B I T , r ~ 0 0 1, N 0 D 2 , NO D 3 
DOUBLE PRECIS I Oi~ ~~HBS I 0, ARG, X 
COt~t10fJIUT I LITPE 
IF(NDS1.EQ.l)TPE=O.O 
A1=SQRT(SIGN(NOD2)••2+SIGN(fJOD2+N)••2) 










IF(IER.NE.O) WRITE{6,100) IER,X,ARG 
XSIN=SNGL{X) 
100 FOR1AT( 1 ',SX,'IER= 1 ,13, 1 BESSEL 10= 1 ,G10.4, 
1 ' ARGUMENT= ',G10.41) 
TEI,1P=- ( ( A1-A2) **2) I ( 2. O• { AN1+AN2)) 
E=O.n 









































I F(SNRUOT .GT. 0. 000001) DBVALU=lO. 0•1\LOGlO(SfJRUOT) 
SNRUOT=DBVALU 
DBVALU=O.O 
IF( VUOT.GT.0.000001) DBVALU=10.0•ALOG10( VUOT) 
VUOT=DBVALU 
DBVALU=O.O 
IF( VIO.GT.O.OOOOOl) DBVALU=lO.O•ALOGlO( VIO) 
VIO=DBVALU 
DBVALU=O.O 
IF( VOl .GT.O.OOOOOl) DBVALU=lO.O•ALOGlO( VOl) 
VOI=DBVALU 
DBVALU=O.t) 
IF( SNRl.GT.0.000001) DBVALU=10.0•ALOG10( SNR1) 
SNR1=DBVALU 
DBVALU=O.O 
IF( VNODl.GT.O.OOOOOl) DBVALU=10.0•ALOG10( VNODl) 
VNODl=DBVALU 
DBVALU=O.O 








































IF{ VNOD2.GT.0.000001) DBVALU=lO.O•ALOGlO{ VN002) 
VUOD2=0BVALU 
DBVALU=O.O 






I FC SNR3.GT. 0. 000001) DBVALU=lO. O•ALOGlO( StJR3) 
SNR3=DBVALU 
DBVALU=O.O 



































This Appendix contains a listing of Subroutine EQ. 
SUBROUTINE EQ (SIGifJ, SIGO, VARIN, VARO, N, N2) 
D H1 E tJ S I 0 N S I G I U { N 2 ) , S I G 0 ( N 2 ) , VA R I N ( N 2 ) , VA R 0 ( N 2 ) 
00 30 l=l,N2 
















This Appendix contains a listing of Subroutine EVAL. 
SUBROUTINE EVAL(H, Kl, K2, NRAtJKl, NRANK2, PNE) · 
REAL Kl,K2,K,KTEMP 
EFC=O.O 
IF(NRANKl.EQ.O.OR.NRANK2.EQ.O)GO TO 51 
IF(NRANKl.NE.NRANK2)GO TO 52 
C NRAHKS ARE EQUAL 
























































































This Appendix contains a listing of Subroutine LAYOUT. 
c 
SUBROUTINE LAYOUT(BMAX,BMIN,AINC,DIST 1 NTRUBL) 
CALLED BY PTSUB 1 THE PLOT SUBROUTINE NTRUOLaO 
RANGE•BMAX-BMIN 
AI UC=10. O••( JrjT(ALOG10(RANGE*4. 0) )-1) 
103 CONTIUUE 
NDUt~Y=I NT( Bt11 t~l AI NC) 
I F ( F L 0 AT ( N DUM Y ) • N E • Bf, 11 ~~I A I fJ C • AN 0 • Bt 11 N • L T • 0 • 0 ) N 0 UM Y = N 0 U MY -1 
RMIN=FLOATCNDUMY)•\INC 
NDUMY=(INT(BMAXIAINC)+1) 




IF(ABS(BINC-AINC)IBINC.LT.0.001)GO TO 102 
IF(ABS(Aif~C*10.0-BitJC)IBINC.LT.0.001)GO TO 101 
w R I T E ( 6 I 1 0 0 ) BMA X I Bf4 I N I A I fJ c I Rt,1A X I RIA I N I B I N c 
~oo F0Rt·:AT( 1 1'~'TROUOLE WITH AINC'II' '~'Ol~AX 1 ,11X,'0~11N'~ 




GO TO 103 















































This Appendix contains a listing of Subroutine LCALC. 
SUBROUTIUE LCALC(H,B,RHO,PROB) 
C B IS ASSUMED ZERO 
PROB•O. 0 
IF(H.GT.14.0)RETURN 
IFCABS(RHO).LE.O.OOOOl)GO TO 10 


























This Appendix contains a listing of Subroutine OPEN. 
114 
SUBROUTINE OPEN(ISGTYP,SNRIN,SIGC2,COR,NCOR,N, 00000010 
1 NUt~O IT, I ROTRK, TR, PSI, NOOl, N002, iJOD3, J\11 tl, I SGPRT, NU~ :RUN) 00000020 
D I l·lEflS I OrJ COR( GL~) 00000030 
\JR I T E ( 6 I 3 8) 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
33 FORf1f.T( 1 1',1X,S('****PREDICTIOH ArJALYSIS**')) 00000050 
IF(ISGTYP.NE.l.AND.ISGTYP.f4E.2.Af1D.ISGTYP.NE.3) ISGTYP=1 00000060 
IF(ISGTYP.EQ.1) WRITE(6,6) 00000070 
IF(ISGTYP.EQ.2) WRITE(6,7) TR, PSI, TR, PSI 00000080 
IF(ISGTYP.EQ.3) WRITE(6,7001) TR,PSI,TR,PSI 00000090 
6 FORt1AT('O', 1 WHITE NOISE SIGUAL •••• ISGTYP=1') 00000100 
7 FORMAT( 1 0 1 , ' COSINE WAVE SIGNAL WITH FREQUENCY 1/ 1 , G10.4, 00000110 
1 1 OF t·1AXIttU~1 FREQUErJCY AND P.HASE ANGLE OF', G10.4,' RADIANS', 1,00000120 
2 30X, ' (I SGTYP=2, TR=' I Gl0.4, t I PSI=' I GlO. 4, t) t) 00000130 
7001 FORMAT( 1 0 1 1 ' COMPLEX SINUSOID WITH FREQUENCY 1/ 1 , G10.4 1 00000140 
1 ' 0 F t~ A X I t--1 Ut 1 F R E Q u E tJ c y AND PH As E AN G L E 0 F ' I G 1 0 • 4 I I RA D I AN s t I I I 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 
2 30X, 1 (ISGTYP=2 1 TR= 1 1 Gl0.4 1 1 1 PSI=', G10.4, 1 ) 1 ) 00000160 
WRITE(6,8) SNRIN, SNRIN, SIGC2, SIGC2, N, N1 NUMBIT, NUMBIT 00000170 
8 FORl·IATC' ',' INPUT SIGNAL TO NOISE RATI0= 1 ,G10.4 1 1 0B, •••• SNRIN= 1 ,00000180 
1Gl0.4,/ 1 1 INPUT NOISE VARIANCE=',G10.4 1 'DB, •••• SIGC2c', 00000190 
2 G 1 0 • 4 I I I 1 X I I 4 I ' PO I NT F F T • • • • N = ' I I 4 I I I 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
3 1 REGISTER LENGTH, INCLUDitlG SIGN BIT, IS 1 1 12, 00000210 
4' BITS •••• NUf1BIT= 1 ,12) 00000220 
IF(IRDTRK.EQ.O) WRITE(6,14) 00000230 
IF(IRDTRK.EQ.1) WRITE(6 1 15) 00000240 
14 FORtlATC 1 1 1 1 NUt~BERS ARE ROUNDED •••• I RDTRK=O 1 ) 00000250 
15 FOJ1fv1AT( 1 1 , 1 NUt .. lBERS ARE TR r~CATED •••• I RDTRK=1') 00000260 
WRITE(6,9) NCOR, ( COR( I), 1=1, NCOR) 00000270 
9 FORt·~AT(' t I t THE CORRELATION FUNCTION Is ( NCOR=' I 12, I) I, I, 00000280 
1 8( 8( lX, Gl0.4),/),/) 00000290 
WRITE(6 1 16) N001, NOD2 1 NOD3 00000300 
16 FORt1AT( 1 0 1 , 'THE SELECTED NODES ARE NOD1= 1 , 14, ', NOD2= 1 , 14, 
1 1 , AtlO NOD 3 = 1 , I 4) 
HRITE(6,33) 
33 FOR:·1AT(' ',' IUPUT SIGtlAL IS PASSED THROUGH') 
I F ( J\11 tJ. EQ. 1) \JR IT E ( G, 21) JH I N 
I F ( J \II fl • E Q • 2 ) ~lfU T E ( 6 , 2 2 ) J \/I N 
I F ( J\•11 H. EQ. 3) \lfU T E ( 6 I 2 3) JH I tJ 
I F ( J ~ /I t J • E Q • 4 ) \1 R I T E ( 6 , 2 4 ) J \·J I N 
I F ( JH I tJ. EQ. 5) ~IR IT E ( 6 I 2 5) J\11 ~~ 
IF(J\·IIU.EQ.6) URITEC6,2G) J\JIN 
I F ( J\11 fJ. EQ. 7) \IR I T E C 6, 2 7) J\11 tJ 
IF ( J\11 U. EQ. 8) \JR IT E ( 6, 2 8) J\J r tl 
IF(J\/IU.EQ.9) \IRITE(G,29) JHJN 
IF( JUI N. EQ.lO) \IR I TE(6, 30) JHI N 
21 FORrlATC '+', 32X, 1 RECTANGULAR ~II fJ00\·1 
22 FORMAT( 1 + 1 , 32X,' TRIANGULAR WINDOW 
23 FORf·1AT( 1 + 1 , 32X,' COSINE (HANNING) WINDOH 
24 FORt1AT( '+', 32X,' HAMt·11 NG ~II tlDO\·J 
25 FORl·1AT( 1 + 1 1 32X 1 1 HALF CYCLE SINE WI fiDO\/ 
26 F0Rr1AT( 1 + 1 1 32X 1 1 {COSI!JE)**2 WINDOH 
27 FOfH1AT( 1 + 1 1 32X 1 1 (HALF CYCLE SINE)**3 UlfJDOH 
23 FORf1AT( t +'I 32XI' PARZEN \~1 ND0\1 
J\•11 N = ' I I 2 ) 
JHIN=', 12) 
J\1 I N =' , I 2 ) 
JW IN=' I I 2) 
J\·11 N = ' , I 2 ) 
JH IN= 1 , I 2) 
J~IIN=', 12) 
JU IN=' I 12) 























00000530 29 FO~r.tAT( 1 + ', 32X,' EXTENDED COS I ~IE BELL ~II tJDO~·I 
30 FoRnAT< '+ ', 32XI • ~~~NoaH VALUEs THAT \·JEnE READ IN AS PART OF DATA 1 1 00000540 
1 5 X, 'J\H N =', I 2) 
IF(ISGPRT.flE.l)\JRITE(G 1 39) ISGPRT 
IF(I5GPRT.EQ.1)WRITE(6 1 40) ISGPRT 
39 FOR~~ATC' ','NO SIGNALS ARE PRINTED •••• ISGPRT= 1 ,12) 
40 FORf1AT( 1 1 , 1 INPUT & OUTPUT SIGtJALS FOR LAST RUN IS 









\JRITE{6,34) NUMRUN 1 NUMRUN 00000610 
34 FORriAT(' 1 1 1 THE NUt,lBER OF ACTUAL BLOCK FLOAT I tJG POl tJT FFT RUrJS 1 , 00000620 





This Appendix contains a listing of Subroutine OVFLOW. 
SUBnOUTINE OVFLO\I(SIG,VAR, N2, N, UUMBIT, X~1ULT) 
o 1 t1 E ~Js 1 oN s 1 G c N 2 > , VA R c N 2 > 
Xt1U L T=1. 0 
8=2. O••CNU~:BI T-1)-0.5 
DO G I =1, N2 
IF ( VAR (I ) • EQ. 0. 0) GO TO 10 
VVl=SQRT(VAR(I )•2.0) 
ARG1=(-B-SIG{I))/VV1 






GO TO 11 
10 PNE=O.O 
IF(SIG(I ).LT.B.AND.SIG(I ).GT.(-8)) PNE=1.0 
11 CONTINUE 
IF(XMULT.LE.1.0E-35.0R.PNE.LE.1.0E-35) XMULT=O.O 
XLUL T=X~lUL T•PtJE 
G COrJTINUE 






























This Appendix contains a listing of Subroutine PNOS. 
SUBROLJl: l N E PNDS ( S I G, VAR, fJ2, N, NUMB IT, X~tU L T) 
REAL K1,K2,K 
D I M E H S I 0 t J S I G ( N 2 ) , VA R ( f I 2 ) , A~· 1 ( 8 ) , X ( 9 ) , Y ( 9 ) , P ~ J E ( 8 ) 
Xt·1U L T=1. 0 
0=2. O**(NU~tBIT-2)-0.25 
ArH 1) =0. 5 
Af1(2)=2.0 
AI·H 3 > =- 2 • 0 
At·H 4 ) =- 0 • 5 
A~t( 5) =0. 5 
At1(6)=2.0 
At 1 ( 7 ) = - 2 • 0 






















































S Y =AB S ( S I G ( I + r~) ) 







10 COIJTI tlUE 
IF(VVIX.LT.l.OE-lO)GO TO 300 











IFCVVIY.LT.l.OE-10) GO TO 310 
IF(SX.GT.B) GO TO 30 






































GO TO 30 
320 ARG1=(2.0•(B-SX)-SY)/VVIY 
ARG2=(2.0•(SX-B)-SY)/VVIY 
GO TO IJOO 
310 IF(SX.LT.(2.0•B-SY}/2.0)PNDST=l.O 
GO TO 30 
20 COtJTI NUE 
DO 40 J=1,8 
SLOPE=AM(J) •VVI Y /VVI X -
HX=(X(J+l)-SX+(Y(J+l)-SY)•AM(J))/(VVIX•(l.O+SLOPE**2)) 
HY=S LOPE•HX 
H=SQRT ( fiX••2+HY••2) 
IF(H.GT.l.OE-20)GO TO 50 
PNE(J)=O.O 












































IF(SX.LE.(-SY+2.0•B)/2.0)GO TO 60 
NTESTA=2 




IF(NREGIN.LT.S)GO TO 60 
IF(SX.LT.2.0•(SY-B))NREGIN=6 
IF(SX.GT.2.0•(SY+B)) NREGIN=7 
GO COt~TI fJUE 
GO TO (11,12,13,14,1S,16,17),NREGIN 
11 PNDS T= PN E { 4) + PNE { 5) + PtJ E { 6) + PN E ( 3) + PNE ( 7) + PN E ( 8) + PNE ( 2) + PN E ( 1) 
GO TO 30 
12 P ~~ 0 S T = P N E ( 2 ) + P N E ( 8 ) + P N E { 7 ) + P N E { 3 ) + P N E ( 6 ) + P N E ( 4 ) + P N E ( 5 ) - P ~I E ( 1 } 
GO TO 30 
13 P N D S T = P N E ( 8 ) + P f~ E ( 3 ) + P N E ( 7 ) + P N E ( 4 ) + P N E ( 6 ) + P N E ( S ) - P f J E ( 2 } - P N E ( 1 ) 
GO TO 30 
14 PNDST=PNE(2)+PNE(7)+PfJE(3)+PNE(6)+PNE(4)+PNE(5)-PNE(l)-PNE(8) 
GO TO 30 
15 PNDST=PNE(3)-PNE(2)+PNE(4)+PNE(5)-PNE{l)+PNE(6)+PNE(7)-PNE(8) 
GO TO 30 
16 P t J D S T = P N E ( ~~ ) + P N E ( 5 ) - P ~ J E ( 2 ) - P t J E ( 3 ) + P N E { 7 ) + P N E { 6 ) - P N E ( 1 ) - P t J E ( 8 ) 
GO TO 30 
17 PtJDS T =- PN E ( 7)- PN E ( 2) + PfJ E ( 6) + PN E ( 3) + PJJ E ( 4)- PN E ( 1) + PNE ( 5)- PN E ( 8) 
30 COf.JTINUE 
IF(PNDST.GE.1.0) PNDST=1.0 
IF(PNOST.LE.l.OE-35)GO TO 70 
















































This Appendix contains a listing of Subroutine PNDS2. 
This subroutine was the original PNDS subroutine used 
by Simmons. It has been saved and is provided here under 
the name of PNDS2 in case a cost versus accuracy study 
might be desired, since this routine would give less 
accurate results and yet would be much less expensive, 
too. 
125 
SUBROUTINE PNDS2{SIG, VAR, N2, N, tJUf'.181T, Xt·~ULT) 
o 1 r ~1 E t 1 s 1 or~ s 1 G < N 2 > , v A R < N 2 > 
Xt·1 U l T = 1 • 0 
B=2.0**{NU~BIT-2)-l.O 
DO 6 I= 1, N2 









GO TO 11 
10 PUE=O.O 
I F { S I G ( I ) , L T, B, AND. S I G { I ) • GT. (-B) ) PU E = 1. 0 
11 CONTINUE 
IF(XMULT.LE.l.OE-3S.OR,PNE.LE.1.0E-35) XMULT=O.O 






























This Appendix contains a listing of Subroutine PRAY. 
SUBROUTINE PRAY(X,N2) 
0 I t1E~JS I ON X( tJ2) 
C**** THIS SUBROUTitiE PRitJTS OUT ARRAY X. IT ASSU~1ES FIRST HALF ARE 





\IRITE(6 1 20) 
DO 10 JN=1, NQRT 
JQ=JN+NQRT 
JH=J N+ NHALF 
JQ3=JN+NQRT3 
\•IRITE(6 1 21) JN, X(JN), X(JN+N), JQ, X(JQ), X(JQ+N), JH, X(JH), 
1 XCJH+U), JQ3, X(JQ3) 1 X(JQ3+N) 
10 COHTINUE 
2 0 F 0 R I ·1 AT ( ' 0 ' , 1 X I 4 ( ' sA~~ p L E' R E A L ' I 7 X I ' I MAG I I 8 X ) I I ) 


























This Appendix contains a listing of Subroutine PTSUB. 
c 
SUBROUT rNE PTSUB ( PDATA, ~·1, N, NGRAPH, I TRACE, I C, I SY~·1 , XOU~·1Y, YDU~1Y, 
1 TITLE,IFIXED,XFIX1,XFIX2,YFIX1,YFIX2) 
C THE PLOT SUBROUTINE 
C M= NUMBER OF LINES 
C N= NU. PTS. PER LINE 
C NGRAPH= f~U. OF GRAPHS 
C ITRACE= 0 NO TRACE, = 1 TRACE 
C IC= 1 PEN DOWN, = 2 PEN IS UP 
C ISYN= -1 NO SYMBOL AT DATA POIUT 
C IFIXED= 1 THE AXIS LAYOUTS ARE FIXED 
C OTHERWISE CALCULATED FROI·1 DATA 
C XF I X1, ETC,= XMtrt, Xt,1AX, YMI N, Y~1AX, IF IF I XED=l 
C TITLE= TITLE THAT IS PLOTTED AriD PRI~TED (USE 20 SPACES) 
c 
D It 1 E rJ S I 0 N PO AT A ( 2 0, 7 5 ) , X 0 U r\ 1 Y ( N ) , Y D Uf,1 Y ( N ) , T I T L E { 5 ) 
DATA NPLT/0/ 
IF(NPLT.EQ.O) CALL PENPOS( 1 SNR OUT 1 ,7,1TRACE) 
NPLT=NPLT+1 
CALL NEWPLT(8.0,9.0,10.0) 
X~-4 A X= P DATA ( 1, 1 ) 
Xt·11 iJ = PDA TA ( 1, 1) 
Yt1AX = PDATA ( 2, 1) 
YI·U tJ=PDATAC 2,1) 
IF(IFIXED.tJE.l) GO TO 5 
Xf.11N=XFIX1 
XMAX=XFIX2 



































DO 10 1=1 1 J 1 2 
DO 15 K=l 1 N 
IF (PO/\ TA (I I K) • GT. Xt1AX) X~1AX= PDATA ( I I K) 
IF( PDATA( I, K). LT. X~11 N) X111 N=PDATA( I 1 K) 
IF( PDATA (I +1 1 K). GT. YtiAX) Yt 1AX=PDATA( I +1, K) 
IF(PDATA(I+l 1 K).LT.YMIN) YMIN=PDATA(I+l,K) 
15 COr~TI NUE 
10 COUTINUE 
CALL LAYOUT(Xf~AX, XNI U, XI NC, XDI ST, NTRUBL) 
IF(NTRUBL.EQ.l) GO TO 200 . 
CALL LAYOUT ( Yt1AX, YM IN, Y INC, YO I ST, ~JTRU B L) 
I F ( NTRU B L. EQ .1) GO TO 2""0 0 
CALL ORIGIN(XMAX,YMAX) 






CALL ORIGIN ( Xl·tl N, YrH N) 
CALL XSCALE(XMIN,XNAX,S.O) 
CALL YSCALE(YMIN 1 YMAX 1 5.0) 
CALL XAXIS(XOIST) 
CALL YAXIS(YDIST) 
DO 20 1=1 1 J,2 
JJ=((I-1)+2)/2 
WRITE(6,100) NPLT,JJ,XMIN,YMIN,XMAX,YMAX,XINC,YINC 
100 FORMAT( 1 11 ,5X,'DATA FOR GRAPH',I3,', LINE',I3,20X, 
































2 sx, 'YMA~=· ,Gl0.4/ I' ',51X, 'XI NC=' ,GlO. 4, SX, 'YI NC=' ,GlO. 4) 
WRITE(6,101) TITLE 
101 FORf1AT( 1 + 1 ,10X,SA4// 1 ',lOX, 'X-DATA 1 ,7X, 1 Y-DATA 1 /) 
DO 25 K=l, r~ 
XDUMY(K)=PDATA(I,K) 
YOUt1Y( K) =PDATA( I +1, K) 
WRITE(6,102) XDUMY(K),YDUMY(K) 




































This Appendix contains a listing of Subroutine QFN. 
SUBROUTINE QFN (A, T, ERqOR, fJ, Q, CQ, TtJ, N$) 
I f.tPLI CIT REAL*8(0) 
c cor 1 PuT AT 1 o r J oF MARc u ~·1 * s Q- FuN c r 1 oN I Q c A I T > ; 
C Q = VALUE OF Q FUUCTION; 
C CQ = 1 - Q = COt1PLEt1ENTARY Q FUNCTIOf~; 
C ERROR = BOUND ON ERROR IN COMPUTATION; 
C N =NUMBER OF TERNS SUMMED IN SERIES; 
C TN = VALUE OF LAST TERf·t SUf'lt,tED (ERROR BOUND); 
TN=l. 
IF(ERROR.LT.l.OE-07) ERROR=l.OE-07 
E1 = 0. . 
SQ2 = SQRT(2.) 
IF(A•T.GT.2.S.AND.A.GT.2.S•ABS(T-A)) GO TO 20 
IF(A•T.GT.2.5.AND.(A-T).GT.2.5) GO TO 30 
IF(A•T.GT.2.5.AND.(T-A).GT.2.5) GO TO 40 
IF(A.LE.0.5.AND.T.GT.5.0) GO TO 70 
5 XGO = 1. 
IF(T.LE.18.8) XGO = 1.-EXP(-T**2/2.) 
STOPN = A•T/SQRT(2.) 
N = 0 
XKO = 0. 
IF{A.LE.l8.8) XKO = EXP{-A**2/2.) 
SUt·t = 0. 
XGN = XGO 
XKfl = XKO 
XNF = 1. 
10 XN = N + 1. 
IF(XN.LT.S7.) GO TO 12 
N$ =6 
































12 Tfl = XGU .• XKN 
SUt·1 = sur.1 + TN 
XfJF = XN•Xf~F 
IF(T.LE.O.) GO TO 15 
Z • XtJ•ALOG(T••2/2.) - T••2/2. - ALOG(XNF) 
IF(Z.GE.-175) XGN = XGlJ - EXP(Z) 
15 XKN = (A••2/2. )•XKtJ/XN 
U = N + 1 
I F(XN. LT .STOPf~.OR. Tf.J.GT. ERROR•SUM) GO TO 10 
N$=1 
17 CQ = SUI1 
Q = 1. - CQ 
RETURU 
20 IF(A.LT.5.0) GO TO 5 
TAARG = T - A - 1.0/A 
IF(TAARG.LE.18.8) El • EXP(TAARG••2/(-2.)) 
E2 • 1.0 - TAARG/(4.•A) + (l.O-TAARG••2)/(B.•A•A) 
E3 = 2.•A•SQRT(6.28318) 
Q • (-l.)•E1•E2/E3 
IFCTAAnG.LE.l8.66) Q = Q + O.S•ERFC(TAARG/SQ2) 
N$=2 
GO TO 50 
30 CONTI r~UE 
IF((A-T).LE.l8.6G) E1 = SQRT(T/A)•O.S•ERFCCCA-T)/SQ2) 
E2 = 1.0-(T-3.•A)/(8.•A•T•(A-T)) 
Q • 1.0 - El•E2 
N$=3 
GO TO SO 
40 CONTI f~UE 
































E2 = 1.~ + (T+3.•A)/(8.•A•T•(T-A)) 
Q • El•E2 
N$=4 
SO CQ = 1. - Q 
RETURN 











IF(DADD.LE.l.OE-38) GO TO 76 


























COXRN)) GO TO 76 
DQ=DQ+OADD 
OXRN=DXRN-DADD 






















IF(2.0DO.GT.DSTOPN.AND.DTN.LE.DERROR} GO TO 100 
DHOLDl=O.ODO 
DHOLD2=0.0DO 
IF(DQ.LE.l.OD-62.0rt.DCQ.LE.1 •. 0D-62) GO TO 80 
DHOLD1=1.0D-1S•DQ 
DHOLD2=1.0D-15•DCQ 












IF(DXN.LT.S7.0DO) GO TO 90 
U$ =-1 
GO TO 110 
90 DXrJF=DXNF•DXN 












































Q = DQ 
CQ • 1.0 - Q 



































This Appendix contains a listing of Subroutine RANK99. 
140 
SUBROUT I ~J E RANK99 (X, Y, NRAJJK) 00000010 
IF(X)l0,11,12 00000020 
10 NRJ\tlK=-1 00000030 
GO TO 50 00000040 
12 NRAfJK=1 00000050 
GO TO 50 00000060 
11 IF(Y)20,21,22 00000070 
20 tJRANK=-1 00000080 
GO TO 50 00000090 
22 NRANK=1 00000100 
GO TO 50 00000110 
21 NRANK=O 00000120 





This Appendix contains a listing of Subroutine REC. 
SUBROUTINE REC{ SIGI, VARI, SIGO, VARO, IBR, N2, N, NHALF, IDS, 
1 I ROTRK, tut, NU~tB IT, COR, f~COR, NU, J~PDS) 
DH1Ef~SION SIGI (N2),VARI 012), SIC'!O(f~2), VARO(fJ2), IBR( ~), COR(NCOR) 
COt·H,iOfJ/\1\11 ·I( 1024), NSUM( 1024) 
C****TH IS SUBROUTINE PERFOR~1S THE I~TH RECURS I Otl OF A N PO I NT FFT GIVEN 
C**** SIGNAL, SIGI, AND NOISE VARIANCE, VARI, AND RETURNS THE OUTPUT 
C**** IN S I GO AND VARO. THE RECURS I ON t1AY, I DS=1, OR MAY NOT, I DS=O, 
C**** DIVIDE BY 2. THE NOISE GENERATED BY ROUNDOFF, IRDTRK=O, OR 
C**** TRUCATION, IRDTRKs1, IS ALSO GENERATED At~D ADOED TO THE VARO. 
C**** THE COVARIANCE AS CALCULATED FROM THE CORRELATION FUNCTION COR IS 





NJUf.:P•2 * *~1 
NJ=N-NJUf·1P+1 





IS PACE=NI ( 2 ••~D 
DO 10 I :a1, NJ, tJJUr1P 





































DO 10 J=l, NXHALF 
J 1 =J -1 
S Ut1 R = ( S I G I ( I + J 1 ) + S I G I ( I + J 1 + N X H A L F ) ) I D I V 
DIFFR=(SIGI(I+J1)-SIGI(I+Jl+NXHALF))/DIV 
D I FF I= ( S I G I ( I+ J 1 + N) -S I G I ( I+ J 1 + tJXHA LF + tJ)) /D IV 
S U t~ I = ( S I G I ( I + J 1 + N ) + S I G I ( I + J 1 + N X H A L F + r J ) ) I D I V 
S I GO (I +J1) =SU~1R 
SIGO(I+Jl+N)=SU1f 
SIGO(I+J1+NXHALF)= DIFFR•COS(THETA)-DIFFI•SitJ(THETA) 
Sl GO( I+J1+14XHALF+N)= Dl FFR•SI N(THETA)+D IFF I •COS(THETA) 
COV2=0.0 
V /l. RSt1R = ( VAR I ( I+ j 1) + VAR I ( I + Jl + tJXIfA L F)) I D I VS Q+ ERR 1 
VAnS t~ I = ( V AR I ( I + J 1 + N ) +VA R I ( I + J 1 + tJ X HALF+ N ) ) I D I V S Q + ERR 1 
VAqQ(I+Jl)•VARSMR+COV2 
VARO(I+Jl+N)=V4RSMI+COV2 
































This Appendix contains a listing of Subroutine SIGGEN. 
SUBROUTINE SIGGEN( ISGTYP 1 TR 1 PSI) 
o 1 ~, E us 1 o N s 1 or H 2 o 4 s > I v A R N c 2 o t• s > 
C0~1MON/SVA/S I GU, VARtJ 1 AD0 1 NOSl 
C0~1110N/ PARAf1S/SNR I ul s I GC2 I Nl N21 f~UltB IT I rlOO 11 NOD2 I NOD 3 
C**** I SGTYP•l \~HI TE NOISE, I SGTYP=2 COS I UE WAVE **** 




GO TO (21, 22, 23), I SGTYP 
21 A•SQRT(3.0•SNRINR•SIGC2R) 
DO 121 1•1, N2 
SIGU(I)• A• VNI(O) 
VARN(I)•SIGC2R 
121 COUTIUUE 
GO TO 200 
22 A•SQRT(2.0•SNRI~R•SIGC2R) 
00 12 2 1•1, N 
X•(FLOAT(I-1)•PI)/TR+PSI 





GO TO 200 
23 A•SQRT(2.0•SNRINR•SIGC2R) 


















































This Appendix contains a listing of Subroutine SUM. 
SUBROUTINE SUH( ADD,NDSl) 
COI,tt10N/T /SNROUT I VAROUT I TV I 0' TVO I I TSUR 11 TVNODl I TVAN 11 'TVAtJ10 I 
1 TS~JR2, TVNOD2, TVArJ21, TVAN20, TStlR3, TVNOD31 TVAN31 1 TVAtJ30, EfJDS, POVF 












TVA1~11•TVAN11 +VANDll •ADD 



































This Appendix contains a listing of Subroutine TOT. 
SUl3ROUTINE TOT 
CQf.U10fJ/ PARAf1S/SNR I tJ,S I CC2, tl, N2, lJUf1B IT, NODl, N0112, NOD3 
C0f1f· Of~/T/SNROUT, VAROUT, TVIO, TVOI, TSIJRl, TVNODl, TVI\Nll, TVANlO, 
1 TSNR2, TVN002, TVAf~21, TVAfl20, TSfJR3, TVU003, TVAfl31, TVAN30, ENDS, POVF 
\·lR I T E ( 6, 6 15 ) S N R 0 U T, V AR 0 U T, TVO I , TV I 0 , E fl D S 
615 FORMAT( 1 0 1 ,22X,'---CALCULATED EXPECTED VALUES--- 1 ,// 
1 ,' 1 ,22X, 1 SNR 1 ,9X, 1 VARIANCE',4X, 1 AD ED NOISE 1 / 
2 1 ', 23X 1 1 0UT 1 1 l0X 1 1 0UT 1 1 8X 1 1 AT INPUT AT OUTPUT', 
3 4XI '00\INSIH FTS 1 //, I I I' OUTPUT sIGNAL', 6XI 4( GlO. 4, 3X) I G10. 4/) 
\-IRITE(6 1 6151) NODl, TSNRl, TVNOD1 1 TVAN11 1 TVAU10 
WRITE(6,6151) NOD2,TSNR2,TVNODi,TVAN21,TVAN20 
WRITE(6,6151) NOD3,TSNR3 1 TVNOD3,TVAN31 1 TVAN30 
6151 F 0 Rl\ AT ( I ' I 5 X , I NOD E I I I 5 , 6 X I 4 ( G 1 0 • 4 I 3 X ) , I ) 
\IRITE(6,100) POVF 





















SUB ROUT I FIE \~I NGErJ( N1 NfiALF 1 JHI rJ 1 HP\~R) 
COI·1t10N/\•/\I/\~( 1024) I NSUt·1( 1021•) 
NAt1EL I ST /\II NDO\J/ \'1 
NAt 1 E L I S T I B ETA I BET 













J\JIN=lJ HAf·1MIUG 1 J\·IIN=S HALF CYCLE SJr~E 1 J\/IN=6 (COSINE)••2 1 
J\/IN=7 (HALF CYCLE SINE)••3, J\•llf~=8 PAnZEN, J~·!IN=9 EXTENDED 
BELL, JWIN=10 READS WINDOW VALUES (FIRST HALF ONLY) 
J\~1 f~=11 KAISER \~I ND0\·1 
GO TO ( 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 1 0 I 11 ) I J~·ll N 
1 DO 101 1=1, NHALF 
\'/( I ) = 1. 0 
101 CONTINUE 
GO TO 100 
2 DO 102 1=1, NHALF 
W(l)=2.0• FLOAT(I-1)/FLOAT(N) 
102 COfJTI NUE 
GO TO 100 
3 DO 103 1=1 1 NHALF 
ARG=6.283185•FLOAT(I-1)/FLOAT(N) 
\·1{1)= 0.5• (1.0- COS(ARG)) 
103 COI·JT I NUE 
GO TO 100 
4 DO 104 1=1 1 NHALF 
ARn=6.283185•FLOAT(I-l}/FLOAT(N) 
W(l )= 0.54- 0.46•COS(ARG) 
104 COUTINUE 
GO TO 100 


























\•1 ( I ) = S I N (A RG) 
105 COtlTINUE 
GO TO 100 
6 DO lOG 1=1, NHALF 
ARG=6.283185•FLOATCI-1)/FLOAT(N) 
\I( I ) = ( 0. 5 * ( 1. 0- COS { ARG) ) ) * * 2 
106 CONTIUUE 
GO TO 100 




GO TO 100 
8 N4TH=N/4 
N4Tfi1=N4TH+ 1 
DO 108 l=l,N4TH 
W(l )=2.•(1.-ABS(2.•FLOAT(I-l)/FLOAT(N)-1.))**3 
108 CONTINUE 
DO 208 I=N4TH1, NHALF 
ARG= ABS(2.0•FLOAT(I-1)/FLOAT(N)-l.O) 
W(I)=1.0-G.O•ARG••2+ 6.0•ARG••3 
2 o s co ;~T 1 r~u E 
GO TO 100 
9 N10TH=tl/10+ 1 
NlOTJil=NlOTH +1 



































209 DO 309 I=NlOTHl, NHALF 
\I ( I ) = 1 • 0 
309 COfJTINUE 
GO TO 100 
1 0 R E D ( 5 , \ •/I t J n 0 ~ I ) 
\JRITECG,900) (I ,H{ I), I =1, NIIALF) 
900 FOR:1AT{ 1 0 1 , 1 \·llf~DO\! FUtJCTIOrl VALUES READ (FIRST H/\LF 
1', /, 1X, 8('NODE', 3X, 'VALUE', 4X), //, 
2 64(8 ( lX, 14, lX, Gl0.4),/)) 
GO TO 100 
11 nEAD{5,BETA) 
\/R I T E ( 6, 9 01) BET 
901 FOfU1ATC'+',SOX, 'BET=', G10.4) 
CALL BESIO(BET,BESBET) 
DO 111 1=1, NHALF 
Y=BET•SQRT(l.0-{2.0•(FLOAT(I-NHALF)-0.5)/FLOAT{N-1))**2) 
CALL BESIO(Y,BESSTY) 
\J( I )=BESBTY /BESBET 
111 COrJTI tfUE 
100 DO 200 1=1, NHALF 
\ J( r J - I + 1 ) = \'I ( I ) 
200 CO~JTirJUE 
\·/PHR=O. 0 
DO 400 l=l,N 
\·IP\IR =\·1 P•·/R +~·I ( I ) * * 2 
400 COtJTI rJUE 


































In this Appendix the JCL, mainline progt'am and input 
data listings are given for a program that performs one 
BFPFFT analysis and the corresponding FSK error probability 
analysis. 
156 
II$3124A JOB (3124RL,LAGN), 1 KOLZE, TOM' 
II EXEC FORTXCLn 
IIFORT.SYSIH DO OSN=$3124.RU~:SAV.FORT,DISP=SHR 
IILKED.SYSLIB DO 
II DD DSN=$3124.BFPLIB.LOAD,DISP=SHR 
II DD DSN=UMR.PLOTLIB,DISP=SHR 
I I DO OStJ=Uf'l, TYPEC. FORTL I B, D I SP=SHR 
II DO DSN=UrtR.FORTLIB,DISP=SHR 
lJ D D 0 S N = Uf ·1 • If 1 S L • S I N G L E, D I S P = S H R 
I I DD DSfJ=lJi1.1t1SL. DOUBLE, 01 SP=SHR 















COr1t·10tJI PARAf'S IS tJR IN, S I GC2, N, ~J2, rlUI18 IT, NOD 1, NOD 2, NOO 3 





1 TSNR2, TVNOD2, TVAtJ21, TVAfJ20, TSfJR3, TVNOD3, TVAN31, TVAN30, ENDS, POVF 
COtH10ti/UTI LITPE 
DltiEfJSION COR(64) 
NAt ~ ELISTIItJPUT/ISGTYP, SNRitJ, SIGC2, COR, NCOR, N, NUt1BIT, 
1 TR, PSI, NODl, NOD2, N003, J\11 tJ, I SGPRT, NUr·1RUN 





GO TO 543 
541 URITE(6,542) 
542 FORrtAT( 1 1 1 , 1 THIS OATA SET WAS IGf~ORED DUE TO INPUT ERROR') 
























I F ( I S G T Y P • E 0 • 2 ) A C 0 r, 1 P = 2 • 0 
S I t J PUT = ( 2 • 0 *A C 01 ~ P *A L 0 G ( 2 • 0 * T P E ) ) I F L 0 AT ( N ) 
SINPUT=lO.O•ALOG10(-SINPUT) 
HRITE(6,415) SNRirJ,TSNR2,TPE,PELOG,SINPUT 
415 FORMAT( 1 1 1 ,5(G11.4)) 


















& I r~PUT 
1 s G r v P = 3 , s N ru N = 3 o • 9 7 o, s 1 a c 2 = 2 • 1 1• 4 2 , u coR = o I N = 6 4 I Nut 1 o 1 r = 8 I 









In this Appendix the JCL, mainline program and input 
data listings are given for a program that performs a 
series of BFPFFT and FSK analyses. 
161 
//$3124A JOB (3121JRL,LAGU), 1 KOLZE, TOt'' 
/•ROUTE XEQ SLACK 
I•JOOPAn~ REGIQNc512 
/•JOO PARt·1 T H1 E=O 012 
II EXEC FORTXCLG 
//FORT.SYSIU DO OSN=$3124.BFPRUtJ.FORT,OISP=SHR 
//LKEO.SYSLIB DO 
II DD OSN=$3124.BFPLIB.LOAD,DISP=SHR 
II DD DSN=UMR.PLOTLIB,DISP=SHR 
I I DD OSN=Ut,1. TYPEC. FORTLI B, 01 SP8SHR 
II DO OSN=UMR.FORTLIB,DISP=SHR 
II 0 0 0 S N =UtA • It 1 S L • S If J G L E, D I S P = S H R 
II DD DSN=U~.IMSL.OOUBLE,DISP=SHR 
//GO.PLOTTAPE DO SYSOUT=C . 



















D 1f,1EtJS I ON AMP( 75) 00000010 
COf.1f.10fJ/ PARAf1S/~UR IN, s I C1C2, tJ, t~2 I ~!Uf1B IT I NOD 1, NOD2, NOD 3 





1 TStH~2, TVUOfl2, TVArJ21, TVAfJ20, TStlH3, TVNOD3, TVAfJ31, TVAN30, ENDS, POVF 
COI1t10N/UTILITPE 
Dlt1ENSION COR(64) 
Dlf•tEiJS I ON PDATA(20 1 75) 1 XDUf·1Y(75 ) 1 YOUNY(75) 
NAn E L 1 s r 1 1 N PuT 1 1 s G r v P, s u R 1 u, s 1 G c 2 , con , tJ co n , N I N u t·1 s 1 T I 
1 TR, PSI 1 UOD1, NOD2, UOD3, J\11 N, I SGPRT, NUt~~RUN 
1 READ( 51 INPUT, EN['=705, ERR=54J,) 
\~R I T E ( G, I N PUT) 
ICUTOV=O 
CUTOFF=1.0E-6 
GO TO 5lt3 
51• 1 \1 R I T E ( 6 , 5 4 2 ) 
51•2 FORf,iAT('l 1 1 1 THIS DATA SET \·lAS IGNOHED DUE TO INPUT ERROR') 
GO TO 1 
543 COUTitJUE 
S C L = 2 • 0 * * ( f J UM B I T -1 ) I F L 0 AT ( r ~ ) 
~t. 1 P ( 1) = 0. 2 5 * S C L 
Af 1 P ( 2 ) = 0 • 5 * S C L 
Af1P(3)=0.75•SCL 
NU= INT( ALOG( FLOAT(N))/ ALOG(2.0)+ 0.1) 
00 1113 l=l,tlU 
At1 P ( 4 * I ) =S C L * 2 • 0 * * ( I -1) 
M1P(4•1+1)=SCL•l.25•2.0••(I-l) 
At· I P ( 4 • I + 2 } = S C L * 1 • 5 * 2 • 0 * * ( I -1 } 
AMP(4•1+3)=SCL•l.75•2.0••(I-1) 
1113 CONTINUE 




























00 1111 I JK333=1, NH\IMt~Y 
S N R I N = 1 0 • 0 • A L 0 G 1 0 ( Ar 1 P ( I J K 3 3 3 ) * * 2 I 2 • 0 ) - S I G C 2 
ISTPPR=1 
CALL BFPFFT( I SGTYP,SfJRI 14, Sl GC2, COR, fJCOR, N, NUttBI T, I RDTRK, 
1 r rt I P s 1 , No o 1 I No o 2 , u o o 3 I J \ 11 n I 1 s G P R T 1 N u~ 1 n u ~ 1 , 1 s r P P R , cur o F F , 1 cur o v > 
IF(TPE.LT.1.0E-60)TPE=l.OE-60 
PELOG=ALOGlO(TPE) 
Aeon P=1. o 
IF(ISGTYP.EQ.2)ACO~P=2.0 
S I N PUT= ( 2 • 0 *A C Of i P * 1\ L 0 G ( 2 • 0 * T P"E.) ) I F L 0 AT ( I J ) 
SINPUT=lO.O•ALOG10{-SINPUT) 
PDATA{1,1JK333)=SNRitl 




1111 COfJTI UUE 
CALL PTsus c PDATA1 2, tJH\IMr~Y, 21 o, 11 o, xounv 1 vounv I 
1 1 ERROR PROBABILITY J',O,O.,O.IO.,O.) 
DO 88 8 I I JJKK=l, NH\~t\NY 
PD/\TA(2,1 IJJKK)=PDATA(5,1 IJJKK) 
888 COfiTIUUE 
CALL PTSUB ( PDAT A, 1, UH\·lf·HJY I 2, 0 I 1, 0 I XOUI·1Y I YDUf\Y I 
1 1 St~ROUT VS SNRitJ J',O,O.,O.,O.,O.) 
1112 COUTINUE 
GO TO 1 



































I SGTYP=3 1 SfHU N=O. 00 1 S I GC2 =2 .144201 NCOR=0 1 tl=64 1 NUt1B IT= 81 
IRDTRK=O~TR=2.133331PSI=O.OINODl=lliN002=1GINOn3=481 









In this Appendix the JCL, mainline program and input 
data listings are given for a program that performs a 
series of BFPFFT analyses, but no FSK analyses. 
166 
II$3124A JC'B (3124Rl,LAGN), 1 KOLZE, TOf1 1 
/•ROUTE XEQ SLACK 
I•JORPArU1 REGION=512 
I* JOB PARI1 T lf·\E=O 012 
II EXEC FORTXCLG 
/IFORT.SYSirJ C'D DStJ=$3124,BFPfJE\I,FORT,DISP=SHR 
//LKED.SYSLIB DO 
II OD DSN=$3124.BFPLIB.LOAO,OISP=SHR 
II DD DSN=UMR.PLOTLIB,DISP=SHR 
II DD DSN=Ut,1. TYPEC.FORTLIB,DISP=5HR 
II DD DSN=Ut1R.FORTLIB,DISP=SHR 
I I 0 D D S tJ = lH~ • I M S L • S I N G L E, 0 I S P = S H R 
I I DD DSN=Uf·1. I t1S L. DOUBLE, DIS P=SHR 
//GO.PLOTTAPE DD SYSOUT=C 
IIGO.SYSIN DO DSN=$3124.BFPDATA.DATA,DISP=SHR 
IIGO.FT09F001 DO DSN=$3124.DSNRIN.DATA(S),DISP=OLD 





















0 I tv, E I JS I 0 N At 1 P ( 7 5 ) 00000010 
COf'.1t10rJ/PARA~'S/SNRI N, S I GC2, tJ, N2, r~ut.tC IT, fJOf11, NOD2, N0[')3 





1 TSNR2, TVNOD2, TVAU21 1 TVAU20, TSfH~3, TVtJOD3, TVAfl31 1 TVAN30, ENDS, POVF 
COl\ l·iOrJ/lJT I L/TPE 
Dlf·1ENSIOfl COR(G4) 
DIMEtJSION PDATA(20, 75) 1 X0Ut·1Y(75), YDUf1Y(75) 
fiA~~ ELIST/INPUT/ISGTYP, SJHUN, SIGC2, COR, NCOR, N, NUt·iOIT, 
1 TR, PSI, tJODl, NOD2, N003, JUIN, ISGPRT, NU~lRUtl 
1 READ( 5 1 INPUT, EtJD=705, ERR=S41) 
~IRI TE(6, INPUT) 
I CUTOV=O 
CUTOFF=l.OE-6 
GO TO 543 
541 HRITE(6,542) 
542 FORttAT( 11',' THIS DATA SET UAS IGNORED DUE TO INPUT ERROR') 
GO TO 1 
543 COUTitJUE 
SCL=2.0••CNUMBIT-1)/FLOAT(N) 
At ~ P ( 1 ) = 0 • 2 5 * S C L 
At : P ( 2 ) = 0 • 5 * S C L 
Ar, P ( 3 ) = 0 • 7 5 * S C L 
NU= lfJT( ALOG( FLOAT(N))/ ALOG(2.0)+ 0.1) 
DO 1113 1=1,NU 
Af ~ P ( 4 * I ) =S C L * 2 • 0 * * ( I -1) 
A~P(4•1+1)=SCL•1.25•2.0••(1-1) 
At 1 P ( 4 * I + 2 ) = S C L * 1 • 5 * 2 • 0 * * ( I -1 ) 
Af·1 P ( 4 * I + 3 ) = S C L * 1 • 7 5 * 2 • 0 * * ( I -1 ) 
1113 CONTINUE 



























r!IHJt1NY=4 * ( NU+ 1) 
00 1111 I JK333=1~ fJH~Jt.HJY 
S tl R I r J = 1 0 • 0 * A L 0 G 1 0 { A~ 1 P { I J K 3 3 3 ) * * 2 I 2 • 0 ) - S I G C 2 
ISTPPn=1 
CALL BFPFFT{ I SGTYP1 StH'U fJ, S I GC2 1 COR, tJCOR, tJ, tJL'tlB IT, I Rr1TRt~, 
1 T 11 I P s 1 I u o o 1 , r ~ o o 2 I r J o o 3 I J \·II N I 1 s G P R T I r ~ u t ~ R u t J I 1 s T P P R I cuT o F F , 1 cuT o v ) 
PDATA(1, IJK333)=SNRitJ 
PDATA(2 1 I JK333) =TStJR2 
1111 COtJTifJUE 
CALL PTSUB < PDATA, 1, NH\It~rJY, 11 o, 1, 01 xou~~Y I vounv I 
1 1 SNROUT VS SNRIN S',O~O.,O.,O.IO.) 





















I SGTYP=3, SfJRI N=O. 00, S I GC2=2 .14420, UCOR=O, N=64, NU~1B IT= 8, 
IRCTr1K=O,TR=2.13333,PSI=O.O,NOOl=ll,rJOD2=1Ci,N003=48 1 









In this Appendix the JCL~ mainline program and one of 
the input datasets are given for a program that plots and 
prints data already stored in TSO datasets. 
171 
II$3124A JOB (3124RL,LAGU), 1 KOLZE, TOrt' 
II EXEC FTG1CLG 
IIFORT.SYSirl DD DSfJ=$3124.PLDTA.FORT,DISP=SHR 
IILKED.SYSLIO 00 
II DD DSN=$3124.BFPLIB.LOAO,DISP=SHR 
I I DD OSN=Uf1R. PLOTLI B, rH SP=SHR 
IIGO.FT07F001 DO OSN=$3124.PLOTDATA.DATACAXSNR),DIZP=SHR 
IIGO.SYSIN DO OSN=$3124.PLOTDATA.DATA(IPE),DISP=SHR 
IIGO.FT02F001 DO DSN=$3124. PLOTDATA.DATA(AXSlJR),DISP=SHR 
IIGO.FT03F001 DO DSN=$3124.PLOTDAB\.DATA(APE),OISP=SHR 
IIGO.FT04F001 DO OStJ=$3124. PLOTDATA,DATA(CXSNR),DISP=SHR 
IIGO.FT08F001 DO DSN=$3124.PLOTDATA.DATA(CSfJROUT),DISP=SHR 
IIGO.FT09F001 00 DSN=$3124.DSNRIN.DATA,DISP=OLD 
IIGO.FT10F001 DO DSN=$3124.DSNROUT.DATA,DISP=OLD 



















D I t1 EUS I 0 u PDATA ( 2 0 I 7 5), XOUttY ( 7 5) I YDU~·1Y ( 7 5} 
CJ\ L L SITE$ ( 7) 
,, = 0 
N=l4 
J =N+1·1 
DO 20 l=l,J 
REAn(71100) POATA(l, I) 
READ(S,lOO} POATA(2 1 1) 
READ(2,100) POATA(3,1) 
READ(3, 100) PDATA(4, I) 
READ(4, 100) POATA(5, I) 
READ(8,100) PDATA(6,1) 
20 CONTINUE 
IF(l1.EQ.O) GO TO 30 
DO 30 l=l,N 
PDATA(1,1)=PnATA(1,1+M) 
POATA(2,1 )=PDATA(2,1+M) 
PDATA(3, I )=PDATA(3, l+t1) 
POATA(4,1)=PDATA(4, I+M) 
PDATA(5,1 )=PDATA(5,1+M) 
PDATA(G,I )=POATA(6, l+tl) 
30 CO~JTI rJUE 
100 FORl1AT(F10.0) 
CALL PTSUB( PrlATA, 2, N, 1, 0,1, 0, XDUt~ Y, YDUt1Y, 
1 1 ERROR PROBABILITY 1 ,1,-20.,20.,-59.,-1.} 
C CALL PTSUB(PDATA,2,N,l,O,l,O,XDUr1Y,YDlJl1Y, 



























































































This Appendix contains a listing of a program that can 




1 COtJTI NUE 
REA0(5,101)B 




GO TO 1 
101 FORttAT(80A1) 



















This Appendix contains the JCL necessary to compile a 
fortran routine from a TSO dataset in H-extended and store 
the produced object code in another TSO dataset. 
177 
II$3124A JOB (3124RL,LAGN),'KOLZE, TOrt' 
II EXEC FORTXC 
IIFORT.SYSLIN DD DStJ=$3124.BFPLIB.OBJ{BFPFFT),DCD=,SPACE=,UtJIT=, 
I I DIS P=O LD 










This Appendix contains the JCL necessary to route 
all output from a background job submitted through a 
TSO terminal back to the tenminal. 
179 
II$3124A JOB (312'•Rl, LAGU), 1 KOLZE, TOf1 1 , 1SGCLASS=C! 
I I EXEC FTGlCLG, LOUT=' SYSOUT=Q, fiOLD=YES' 
IIFORT.SYSPRIUT DO SYSOUT=Q,HOLD=YES 
IIFORT.S'fSifl DO DSN=$3124.lltJDA.FORT,DISP=SliR 
IIGO.FT06F001 DD SYSOUT=Q,HOLD=YES 
IIGO.FT07F001 DO DSN=$3124.DOUT.DATA,OISP=MOD 
//GO.SYSIN DC' DSN=$3124.Dif~.DATA,DISP=SHR 
II 
00000010 
00000020 
00000021 
00000030 
00000060 
00000070 
00000075 
00000080 
180 
